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editorial 
So long, farewell, it's time to say goodnight... 
There's a funny atmosphere in tlie office: a lost kind of 
feeling, a lack of direction. This is it. The final edition. We 
are left with a sense of relief, but it is in danger of being 
overridden by the question of "what the fuck do we do 
now?" This office has grown around us like a shell. The sea 
of paper, left-overs and unwanted clothes from the clothes 
swap has taken on the resetnblance of our bedrooms, which 
is perhaps why we feel so at home here. And now its time to 
step back out into the world. The apron strings are being cut 
and we will soon be homeless. Woohoo! 
There are odd 
moments that 
make it all 
worthwhile, 
that make 










thanking us for putting the Indigenous acknowledgement 
on the front page of every edition. To make any changes 
' in this world we must first remember we are standing on 
stolen land. We hope this tradition is a legacy we leave 
behind. 
As we type this, the votes are being counted for next year's 
Semper team, and the rest of the Union. Whichever team 
wins this smelly, nikkoed office, we can only hope that they 
embrace Semper's tradition and continue to 'make mags, not 
crap' (to quote some anonymous Semper Office grafittier) 
and to continually question the authorities that be, and 
provide a ray of sunshine in the generic and conservative 
mainstream press of Australia. 
Thank you to those loyal contributors and helpers that have 
made our lives so much easier this past year and always 
stepped in at the last minute to save us: Beck, Andrew Dean, 
Brentyn Ramm, Amin, David Campbell, Siobhan, Hugh, Pat 
and Paul (who cut it so fine), all the Space Cadets! (Fiona 
Hogg, Barry Saunders, Cheryl Sieker [i love you more each 
day! - Holly] and Ben Doran); Verna (for appreciating and 
putting up with our creative approach to keeping the office 
tidy), Katie, (for helping fulfill my dream of doing stoned 
layout the night before a deadline), Pixie for reading it, Buffy 
(the real one) and thank you to the sun for rising so loyally 
over the refec roof every deadline morning. 
And ifwe have forgotten someone (being the Monday 
morning after a birthday weekend and a BIG electioneering 
week...) we are very sorry, but please know we are forever 
grateful for your help. 
Below are some snapshots from Semper's 70-year anniversary 
party. The one of the bottom left shows some of the 
rowdier editors - past and present. 
LETTERS THE ED I TOR[SJ 
Dear Hannah, Renee and Holly, 
Congratulations on your commemorative issue of 
Semper, and thank you for sending me a copy. 
However, do you read the raw text ofthe magazine 
before it is printed? I would not have bothered 
responding if I thought you would be so sloppy as to 
leave my answer to "What do you do noy /^?" as ''See 
Below". Below, in my original email to you, was my job 
title - which you deleted. You clearly didn't care to 
read the text and simply pasted my responses into 
your pages. For me, one the more interesting things, 
about the commemorative issue was seeing what other 
former editors do now. From what you ran; If anyone 
cares to know what I do they wouldn't discover It. It's 
not a secret that I'm a contributing editor to the Far 
Eastern Economic Review, responsible for the arts and 
book review pages. I think you are probably all doing a 
fine job as the current editors, and the commemorative 
issue was an amusing Initiative, but please, in future, 
first read what you publish and fix any glitches. 
Jane Camens •::,,... :•• . -
Contributing Editor 
Far Eastern Economic Review 
Hong Kong 
Dear Hody, Renee and Hannah 
My name is Tree and I am a Byyr old man. I am an 
Aboriginal, Samoa and Solomon Island man and was 
born in Innisfail in F.N.Q. I had picked up one of your 
newsletters one day recently and was touched,by your 
opening statement about Aboriginal people and our 
plight In your society. It was moving to hear these 
words from people (ike yourselves because for many 
years Abdriginal and Torres St Island people have had 
to struggle on our own. I know that you share in our 
struggle for justice and freedom to have a life. There 
are many issues that make our struggle difficult at 
times and I know that with the help and support from 
beautiful people like yourselves Aboriginal and Torres 
St Island people can go forward, t understand how we 
all share in some common struggles in our society and 
only together we can be strong. Indigenous people 
may seem listless. Sometimes it is only because of the 
endless lies and false hopes that we sometimes endure 
from government, and it is only through our Inner 
strength that we draw our strength and power to go 
:\ • ...',...' on. 
Thank you for your words of hope because it makes me 
know as an Indigenous person that others do care 
about my peoples. 
: •• Yours Sincerely 
' , ^ . TreeSavo 
Dear Holly 
This is a thankyou note from the girl who:(on Wednesday) was really happy to put a face to the voice of a Semper 
Editor! Sorry if I responded too much like a groupie... example...'oh my gosH, are you really hollyfromsemper wow I 
love your work Semper Rocks bfahblahblah...' to that effect, but the truth i5,:wheh reading aboutyour adventures 
(eg. Narangba Protest) or your enlightening and VERY funny editorials, I want to join the • 
activism/blockades/protests or at least DO SOMETHING! Up until about a month ago, I had no idea that I could do 
anything about all the environmental/political/social issues that made me SO ANGRY. Since then, however, I initially 
went to the ADC Building in Adelaide St, City, where BRENDAN NELSON was supposed to be; and on a larger scale, 
the Anti-Howard protest on the 4th (Sept). If it hadn't been for Semper, I doubt I would have actually been aware 
and angry about such atrocities. Flmmm, vyell, I'm not sure if this note actually has a point at all, but let me finish 
J off by saying: / 
THANK YOU SEMPER! Thank you Holly, it was hice to meet you,^andl. you've definately made a huge difference in 
this persons life... 
LONG LIVE SEMPER 
From Sara 
&••<! fill tor (a^, 
!.**«. ^' '"*" * •^*'^' twerwhloX :u,, ot only « a i « u 
!« to ? / ""!'' "^''"'* '''^'' "* " *^ ^^ "''•^ '«* I «- fo«-
« to one. « . ! » . dr*8 fine«rly pr«.««« ,«ai».t k.y, i„ ora«r to sub-
" « « • * Tltrt « i . . d » . t . In tba t^rt Of . r r,pn>duc.,. .pi^viv, dl«-
;;^P <lo»» to • l k . n . . . « d ob..rr„ a ^ la tU - l l c b . . . . ^ i* ^ „ i , , , „ ^ . . 
t f r " * ^ . "• ***" ^^ '^  """''^ " ' * " •" "y *'«"»•'"* •*• io-t 1" th» 
" « . « of Don»olBtt»« frror. m u t i AM forow to t,t*n» to tW^, > « • 
to r « U f , th« MU.r, I t „ i Ucl lBea to o lwl fy th. r.*.^a. a . to 
»lV -aid typo »a« of .uoh *arM«t cuntoxtu.! import. In that M^££IIL 
««•<« SJJIMM, »«» eont.*lfiBrt » btttoriy Ironical r«f tr«ct to the i n -
•ttrmouBtabl, Mff«MaK« of ionocont Evutbasa, tiodrtr tke tyraalcal 
«!•» of flhrlatlwj lictitornJilp, Anring th . drvaded ep„eh of th . P M M 
Holoem.t uid cold wtf on upiritviai frcdoB. Ko, th .g . Adh«ri,aL« t/> 
th* oult . of !r«o«t« ti fdtifk.r. not h»rd nj* for tf dutc on B«turn'B «rt, 
th»y f«r. bumt . l i^* tt tn« ttakt, for the CPU» of fr«»-rplritlt«!! 
And M, t h i n .«»*'t jttyt a M n^fflg , u c h burnt, th.y „ r . «nli.at»ly 
cnattad la rtelr MlUlon*, in « on.rons oaulaught, eaidly eomparablo 
to tfc« J. . i«l , Ptoloc«u»t inolt«4 bj the H«zl motvaintiu Tou »oii»t »«. 
th . .T.atllu dloplayed optnly in our nlr^ftn, «nd K»ti, » , , ond.i-btaBd-
*Wy, g#Mr»lly rro.ned upon, (th«y*r. «icarySugly too;» but e w d f t x e . 
abouod, adorning ieaeaiit calh.dralu, and chrlstiaaB ar* tout.d ae kind-
ly h«lp*r«, mtma though, .hoaerir »h«y ksocX at your door, iV» oaly 
^o«a*» lt»y « u t jonr aoaey.Cor wora. yet,your MOUI), aad M with raa-
piree.lt ! • rttpl«»Clouely fatal to laf lt i , tboe la. i jua't thiBk: Blt-
U r ' i b'day i » a popule cel.bratloa, ann in Osneany, M »by i « chrla-
^•ae «o Ms O'eJf l»•^«, thut i t i « a coapuliwry national holiday? f i r -
hap. It 14 tbe so»«ria»Jila' way of r«payiaic the church for '.hulp l«i-
"aee aid la the wibjucatloa.l. d.cl*attott of Katl*. culture,»ad the 
larclleMly berbaric enforciaat of the oorruptlTe ducny of C I T I I I S -
altoi , upoi eiitoBoeoutf IHbol eroups. Th. word Herettelde, ilk.. Oeao-
eid. , shonld »ot *xl«t in »ny buann longno; and aa far at I taiow, up 
\ t l U Mir, doeaa* t . Tho aeed for luch i « r d has beon pendant for «oa-
iiplettoiB eo&t. U t that b. naeaded, and say, here «r aow, that i t does 
• t l r t . BoiH » l lo» youre.l»»« to bw bllnd.d by the Rlitter«o»e glare ot 
plaetio tlaniX trlMlBga t, «a.Betl«onl«m s t l t e r ; aaxt chriBwy, *h6B y« 
bitl»" dom OB tilt hird, jlve poddorance to ajr tlae St traT.l dlutont 
Vagta li&Bter. & brothers, who OT* torturud & aansAcred Merely for 
their beUera, l a tha Dnas of that wsotiitie opala«nia, »ho«« birth you 
e*. ooBaaMratiBs. I«a, you'll gHt the aay o f l , (hoiiaay=holy <lar^7ftn 
. — ir 
tollwoBe workvr., i f you concede that Hh (uic) 1B Kins>AB' the eBoaid.r-
laS wteaeh of burning liB>an offal , 'b«glDM to faaw la your ikBEtaatloB, '^  
in ll«tt Of the erOBa of your abundant taole'i; ofr.rlng;) Cant your KIBB 
back BorM rwcuatly, ana clo«*r to boiv, to the cbarch's hutn in aldlag 
the ^jvTtMitut in th<( naforouH abdoctlon, ana th« spiritual % eaottonal 
toment of Murri kid., nation*!d«i and tlinn; (brace yottro«lf>j turn yonr 
Bind to tha current aeola, to th. aboatnable acta of Mrviag a ta i . tur . 
of 'the faith' , ana, i f yoar iBBjjoatloa caa COOOBIY. of oueh aa abhor-, 
reat notion, add 2 h 2 to^.ther, aad »e aay aee god'ti naae rttTvrit.u, a . 
rido findu aapl. roBsanto of colvbratloaal offerings plactsa before h d r ^ , 
Luchy for do^s that their eatitronottleal capAClti.u ar. not oncuab.rad by 
any weight of reap«ctfttl r»trOopectlw»B. &lek.nB IS OTHKl>l»rry fUckm Jtv 
BaG<.> 
In hindflight, I eonld l ike to add, that th i s yearwUl couseiiorBte, 
for iitl.th.'kjBoeledgs, that I hare been reafldug fron SSaper'o pasee for 
^ ay l i t e* A» a hleh-wobool oxop-out that wishoa to olTorca hlauelf rroa 
al l thu utttrile, futile coubtralnte of soTfnui>otal educational Inxtitut-
loae & bewlag an htiity IncUnatloa to*ard rrt>« wpeHch, I found aye. lf 
ettb&rKlBg OB a particular iourn«y out to th* Cni, In queBt of tha ««rn, 
Ihaer glow recelT.d, via a plodgu to iZZ^ bBlnj prior to tbe era of 
Victoria "alttor" jfrazll "«at6"'B tyraalcai coo, *Bnb»rin8 around th» 
CAspttn, thn cover or SS^ pTr caus^ t^ ay oya l ik . a gleaaias J*«el af in— 
eviration ia an othuraluo sordidly >H«rllo dea«rt. tiurv in ay grlay n t -
tle pB.u, w«b an .ntirviy YB^ publication, in which huaanw w.rw appsr-
«ntly (pranted th. right to wrlto whatevar thu iWt thtAx heart'* denired. 
7hat iu what £«Bpor i» about for ae; a aegaphone for «lnorltiee* BhltipirB« 
SHODT would m thlc case appear to be* an appropriate nuwuake - although 
one tu bOBv^ bat aowod to conclude that thi« t i t l e IK a raforeivce to rto'a 
huylDK at the *Rm<< I've Meen editors coa. i, go, buie ehonkyi hat aXwsja 
an wxe.llent contributorehli), ehlch ttualy aakws Scnipor an oututandlng m -
oaaiy* I wae always jtven to uaderatand that a l l works i iBtterB r«eeiied, 
would be publitthad, rugardleaa of whethtir ealtorial ataff are challenged 
by the content? no thv oibciaiBur in BoaebraHcf'* .d i tor la l , that a l l work, 
rocwlw.d had not been publltJmd, did not, by nysef^ go unaotlced* Kt «^  
dedicated render, i like to hear al l veiwe, and I wonder who I'n BloBlBg 
out on, when conatralnts are placwd uwn 'free' epeech wia wpaoial U M -
Itatioas. n . word -free', Uke th. «ord ' n i c . ' , hat/ loot i t a tru« tee«B-
Ing in thw garbl. of aarkutlag faul-talk «hlch doaiaatao your c i t l^a j, T /B . 
fr .e educatloR it* not only abotit \%\, i t iu ahout opentieee, depthioss^ 
neai), it liberation. T.he qu.ation I ea auklng, ii« : - "fheru does an wd-
fcorial t«nB drfli. tho Una on wttbai ouions?" t have obuvrved that OTOi'I*., 
thw 'other' stttdwnt pihlicstlon, (whai^ e I've tracked do.n DnrgBvtU.;, 
plainly atatea the guideUnOB «et oo.n for contribotora - they al-> ha« 
III 
A reeponutve K hoablo approach to roder fs.db.ick. Aloo, 1 ,aa iaforaed 
*y aa wdltrena, prtor to fioaolrarid' Q puwicatloa, that a \»k%». l e t t w had 
bweo r.celTed froa a racist ainority group. It .«« *a4 seen to be dia-
played in that .d l t loa , and although the rte^e expreObed «t>re ertrBBoly 
aauneatlng, i t only propells iBnoraacw to ipor* itj:Jf»_ggttni.ta hawe.a 
eaylagi- IRBOW thy eneay", 6 another one, Tas eat~8t ab honU doceri', 
(kdt a Ut in profoe-or, preferably ODB you don't l i k e ) . iOKWT deaand an 
end to al l racie*, but i a thic aurely becattse th«3 can't b« bothered prin-
tlag etuff la rwlatlon to itr. t t would no aoubt a-ciat thobw tru»ly op-
pOMd to t a d t a to know what th« b.otardi. «•» oiiyittg) b#eau«, their note 
l a proof that they barw att eyw on na, A« for thw eontributor*, that I 
» 1 M * « , uon't gl»» op; «cttTi»t .ritttm can contrlwc oth*r •Dtboa. to b« 
Beard, itot Into the t«nt ulth tht ba.iardB ana bu*:^  around a bit, end i f 
yoa f» . l yourw^lf b.ing "ln*lya out, r«Biij»b.r: ". . . th« tf«onj t« anratboa-
ahlw. The .orla ii, siao S fal l of h.rp«nlngu, Kvap that la alao and n»rwr 
h«ll«T« '1 «B the only on» .ho kno««>t, TwwAn taiiaoka. I wuia kugga.t 
that »lz« ooautraiota, conla in futur* bu owefcOBw by a r.tntn to tbe old 
school tor«at n».«ipap«r-»l««a edition, i t Mightn't wUuw •« «oothly i a -
to your a»j.|ni«r back-pack, butyou oan B<IUUUZU * lot mom oata a .^ ^w^^ 
page. Ton k.vp .tatlng that Senpor U «UEh bigger than you thoaghtj ho, 
about Mtt^t i t 1 ^ .nough to pubUoh a l l v-l.oT Wodern technology pro-
Tlaea ua with an array of wBallor typ«-raciags, t> a l l aannar or gnag^tty 
for Jirlnklnf plctaraa. Tbw wxtravagant donbls-upaeingb b.twlat para-
grtphw could bw Qi-p«n<i«a with - 4 oii tho«« i o»atlB»traB, a^d.a op 
couia at Iwaet eaww a i^jiilx truw, Au for iil»prlntB, tho Un tutaag quotw 
waa xath-r aau Jng the flret ti»« arouna, (although, Tutengi,, afe b.et, 
a aubloua guru; partlculBrly i.h«nJL^ t COBUO to blowing ftUhy ctgar.tt. 
ruBwa a l l OTwr frivnau - nee Smi^er' npreaVv, '99} pp. 16^ 19 » ^aaoklag 
« the Ui'rtroaBwnt' a Botlng ar t i c i . by M«g Bloord hope you'w. quit by 
Boa), for a wuitable countwr to Wn'w ainualcal ttancoa that'l l boot '•» 
back to thw i9>J'a wh.ra they bwloag,) T^ o "Th. iBportaaew of idwlng" ta 
I bwliwYwi a poor waglitrfL trantklatlobjpwrhap., "The Kook ot ojteaova" 
would b. t Boru accucat- . t i t le . That rutang quote i». really *,aring thin, 
a&« t thought te wna By .pintle by euggawtlng a wultabl. teub.titut., rae-* 
l a l generaliaatlone aelda, dra.n froB that tla.leBw pWbuopher.inonoaouB;-






Io the current H^'^**^^^ sOitoro of ricn^er, 
]'nconr*>tenc« in ^maont 
waltor.hip 1» Ault« «pproprlrtt= - 8ft«r nU, a» lh« .ord imj-iies, 
they 6r« a t l U laornms. Abdolut. negllG«D«e ^^'^ dli.rBt.»«ct for 
«unl«c«nt vaiu»« of th« v»ry entity that ou^talnc your «l«tu« r 
etUfl^ nt aditore, i c mo^t c«rtalniy not. OM inpUclt l a . that has 
b«en s.,n«rotuQ throughout .^ omprr'a long «yolutlon. ii. that aU read-
er fe«aback be printed on th« x.tt-rs yag.., a«6pUu i t s challenging 
contwnt. This cu.toa, aahi^ roa to. hEu ol««y» '<ct«ii a« -.<^ ir.}.Hr's owrv 
watchdog- It ni«o ?lv«., ir ltvrs the right to ameno or clarify »ny 
tyjiograhical errorB arlolng froa poor eoi t lnc - -hich .a» my prin-
ary intention in ««ndins ay laat UTipubli«h»a) «pi«tle. I understand 
that vou 3 probably only plck«Q Uj. your 1st .?osp?r la»t y»ar, out ao 
you are .tuiljiatjB, one -ould w*i-,ct you to hav« IfjESt ^^ »««»» ^"""^ 
your oelvinga in your prevlou- retrospective r.ode. Ut ua make another 
ratroBpectiye aojourn, f. exaaine froa .Se^por'a chroniclee, '99-a crew. 
another team of feaa that proved i t doesn't take balls to produc. a 
contra^eralal aag, just guta. Thoue -yaln ware brave and hon«et; they 
r«olved Buch critlcibB, ehich thay nl lUgently r.produc.d on their 
letters page. The fact that they cho«« not to reply to a l l queries 
and challenge., and «erely choe. to place et,ortlye t l t l e e abov, said 
epi«tlee inetoad, id not. In ay , l e - , to their credit, but at le-^at 
ttey had the integrity to a l i o , the reader, to chooee tor thoaeolvee. 
rerhapa the next «tep in Son-p.^ r's evolution la a conatancy in ans.er-
ability and tbia year i t has been aolrffet*; certainly though, the l e t -
ter , page should not ba neglactwd, aa i t aO obviously hau In your U«t 
edition - that'o nt leoat ono atep back. Indood thare were aa l e t ters . 
There can be no doubt that you receivwd aine: I ueot 3 copies to en-
sur. i t . *hlth proapte «e to qu„te-. M. 1 the only dlaaenter that i e 
being Bilenced? I ' « taken eteps to ooeure that you receive th i s one. 
Hy challenge to you now, ia do you have the guta to print i t . or ay 
other aplBtle? fou wanted lo rock the boat nnd you got aeaaick, nayoe 
th. only cure 1 B a purging overboard by coaing clean, and publishing 
a U feedback, be i t ev.r ao challanging, otherwlee, you coMld be head-
ed for deep water. • 
Lot's bee RO»B real controversy, 
H.tlhang. 
the editor's response to W. Ghang 
I dare say that sending three to six page manuscripts in 
a hard format (ie pieces of paper) two weeks after a 
deadline has passed and demand that we break into 
the administration office after hours to get them from 
the fax machine will rarely make the cut at any other 
professional papers. Same reason it didn't make the 
cut here. Deadlines are deadlines and we cannot 
simply Insert another page (or three in your case). If 
you typed your own articles/stories out and submitted 
them in a soft format then perhaps typographical 
errors would not appear in the published result. We 
are editors not secretaries. If you treat us with respect 
and a professional attitude we will do the same for 
you. Making demands or threats because your 
material has not been published will not get you 
anywhere. As for your assumption that we only began 
reading Semper last year, your theory is completely 
unfounded. We have all been here for four years. 
Full-time. Plus we have examined almost every issue 
for the last 70 years. 
As for where we draw the 'tine' on submissions, we are 
constitutionally bound to not print racist, sexist or 
homophobic material. The letter we received by a 
racist minority group, that you bring mention to, was 
withdrawn after consultation with the appropriate unit 
on campus and deemed racist. Apart from the 
restrictions on racist, sexist and homophobic material, 
we were elected to the position of editors to make 
quality, aesthetic and quantity judgements as to what 
is printed in Semper. We are not obliged to print 
everything we receive, nor are we obliged to print ali 
letters to the editors that we receive. We do, however, 
print all letters that are not deemed racist, sexist or 




An AustraUan institution of the most primal order. If 
you don't go for a Sunday drive every once in a while, 
then you're putting in your vote that Hitler should have 
won the war, that Phar Lap's heart was smaller than 
average and that a focaccia beats a pie hands down in a 
food fight. 
Watch them some time. Sit on the edge of the 
Southeast Freeway or the Gateway Arterial on a Sunday 
morning and watch them - families, couples, 
pentateuchs of friends and single drivers who were once 
part of these groups and drive to regain a memory of 
them - they form a pogrom to keep that ill-conceived 
monster Monday at bay. The very act of their 
alchemical transformation of petrol into motion plus 
carbon monoxide is akin to slipping a pair of boxing 
gloves onto a metaphorical marsupial. 
Anyone's parents who never took them for a family road 
trip better surrender their citizenship and pull your 
slouch hat into a trilby Your Aussiedom never even had 
a chance to grow. Especially if you didn't take a 
Sabbatical Sabbath road-trip because you had nowhere 
to go. 
"they held out their hands 
and he vomited straight into 
them. Someone gave him a 
plastic fork and he dug into 
the chunky pieces, chowing 
the lot down" 
A trip to the dump is a Sunday drive. It rates no less 
than a drive to the coast or to the bay. But forget about 
where you're going. The destination is nothing more 
than the ends to the meaningful means. If you ever got 
in your car and started moving on a Sunday to cultivate 
a right arm suntan, you'll know that you feel part of 
something bigger than yourself. That you're not only 
fighting the good fight, you're winning it. These facts 
were not foremost in our minds when we took our 
Sunday drive. They didn't have to be...they were in our 
blood. 
Ours is a Sunday drive with a difference. !t is the last 
Sunday of the holidays and we have decided to make it 
last three days. If you're asking why we didn't leave on 
Friday afternoon, please re-read the above. 
Three hours on the South-East freeway and everywhere 
between my shoulders and my ass feels like it's moulded 
out of plastic. I wriggle abound to loosen up but that 
just swills the rivulets of sweat around my spine and my 
brow. 
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The road twisting under us reminds me of sneaking off 
school grounds in Year 12 to play Daytona at an arcade 
down the road. The same wet heat, only this time it's a 
t-shirt with 'PIMP' on the front that sticks to my chest 
instead of a stripey school uniform. 
Not that I have been incessantly driving the whole time. 
Quite the opposite. We stopped for petrol (NOTE: on a 
road trip it can only be called JUICE or PETTY) straight 
after we stopped for a Yatala pie (NOTE: driving past 
Yatala without partaking of pie is as much a crime as 
farting and locking the electric windows). But there's no 
air/con and oh, did I mention the heat? My old car was a 
Skyline - a big fat-ass juice swigger that thundered the 
highway and sprayed cold air and treble-heavy stereo 
noise into your face. The car I'm driving now is a little 
every few years and bitches about how commercialised 
it's become and how it used to be an oceanic paradise 
before all the rich fuckers moved in and claimed all the 
best bits for stores that sell what I can't afford. So I 
won't. Besides, that's not what shits me about Byron 
these days. The only thing that shits me is that these 
days you can't walk down any street in the town without 
rubbing shoulders with someone else who has the same 
question on their face as yourself. The question being, 
"Where do I have to walk in this town to get away from 
all the people?" The pubs however, make forgiveness of 
the township intensely easy. 
One bargain purchase of a peach coloured nylon shirt (for 
when I want to be a pimp with a collar) and we're back 
on the road. Half an hour later we're checking into our 
"driving past Yatala without partaking of pie is as much a 
crime as farting and locking the electric windows" 
fart-ass Hyundai. Sadly Ole Thunder gave up the ghost 
just after 260,000 km and it was traded according to a 
meagre income. Road noise and hot blasts from the open 
window have rendered my bass-heavy stereo obsolete. 
My Hyundai sits far closer to the road than Ole Thunder. 
If you look at the road long enough you realise how close 
it is to where you sit; how little protection there is 
between you and a fatally long bitumen scrape. I can 
feel it slithering beneath my feet. 
And we're there. Our first real stop. Is it Byron? 
Naturally Now I'm not one of those who visits a town 
cottage near Talofa. It overlooks Byron from the 
hinterland and has a view of the Bay and it's about half 
what we expected to pay. It has a kitchen too, but I only 
care for the kettle. I can get food anywhere, but coffee 
must be imbibed in constant supply 
Coffee is the first thing we find in our next stop, 
Bangalow. A great contrast to any town where you can't 
look up and down every street and not see a sod. We 
wander into an amazing second-hand bookstore, wander 
out laden with a mini-library. I also eye off a handmade 
hammock, but have nowhere to hang it at home, so I file 
it into the PIPE DREAMS category of my mindscape, just 
\n-yi-!tr^fi -v.t% 
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after PIMP of course. 
Next day it's Lennox Heads and Lake Ainsworth. In case 
you haven't seen the lake, the water there is blood red 
from the tea trees which line its banks and after a dip 
your skin feels soft and soapy. We spend the entire day 
running in the water and drying in the sun reading our 
books. We mosey into the township for a homemade 
felafel burger at lunch, with the placid community 
A mother beside us nudges her toddler daughter roughly 
as a biker slows down enough to flash a broken smile at 
them. The girl waves back. Our burgers taste good. 
We return to Byron the next day for the ftesh-fest known 
as the markets. Every square inch of the human body 
can be seen on display today If you have a good enough 
memory you can piece together a human body made 
from the parts on display A hip here, a collar bone 
stirred only by a procession of bikers riding through the there. In contrast, I am wishing I could cover all of my 
main street. body with muslin in an attempt to escape the heat. 
Everyone seems laid back about their arrival however. 
Stef from Neighbours has convinced them that bikers are 
no longer the type to chainwhip innocent bystanders or 
clean out a milkbar at gunpoint for cartons of cigarettes. 
The last thing on everyone's mind is that they would 
enter a diner and politely ask for the most expensive 
meal on the menu, wait patiently for it to arrive and 
then strip the serving waitress and eat off of her like a 
naked tablecloth. And, to give them their due, they 
don't. 
I remember a Biker's Retreat I went to once outside of 
Mackay. A fat rough-head motioned to two crow-faced 
comrades. They held out their hands and he vomited 
straight into them. Someone gave him a plastic fork and 
he dug into the chunky pieces, chowing the lot down. 
The sun is an unblinking red eye, slowly frying my flesh 
in the puppy fat I am growing from felafel burgers, 
coffee and Yatala pies. We jump from shade to shade 
amongst each stall. We walk out with more books and a 
chocolate pudding fruit. Something to leave in my car 
until it rots. A souvenir of the trip. 
We pull into Kirra on the way home. Just running into 
the suri' and letting salt dry on our bodies. And then 
somewhere in the heavens a drill sergeant blows a 
noiseless whistle and our car joins those thousands of 
others shuffling, rank and file back into an army of the 
poorer, the sunburned and the spent, all waiting for the 
Monday sun to come up and wondering what next Sunday 
will bring. 
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U n November the 14- 15th there will be an Economic 
Ministerial meeting of 23 representatives of World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) members in Sydney. Countries 
expected to be represented include the UK, America, 
Canada, various selected European, Latin American, 
African and Asian countries. There will be a convergence 
and large protest over the i3-i5th in Sydney and we want 
a large Brisbane contingent to be there! 
The mini-ministerial has been described by Sydney 
academic and activist James Goodman as an "arm-
twisting exercise" designed to get 
countries "lined up" for the next 
full ministerial meeting in Mexico 
in 2003. 
What is the World Trade 
Organisation? HELL 
•' The World Trade Organisation 
was set up in 1995 to enforce and 
expand the General Agreement on 
Trade and Tariffs, its rules are written 
by and for corporations to dismantle 
''barriers" to free trade—such as 
environmental regulations and labour 
codes. 
•=• Unlike United Nations treaties. 
International Labor Organisation 
conventions and multilateral 
governmental agreements on the 
environment, WTO rules are 
enforced through punitive 
economic sanctions. 
-•• While 144 countries are 
members, negotiations are 
dominated by the "Quad"-the 
US, Canada, Japan and the 
European Union with developing 
countries often completely shut 
out. 
•=• Every two years, the WTO has a full ministerial 
meeting. In 1999, the brilliant protests of up to 50,000 
people in Seattle in the US derailed the negotiations. 
Last year, the WTO met in Doha, on the Gulf island of 
Qatar, where protests are illegal.... 
WTO TRACK RECORD. The WTO has... 
•=• Supported pharmaceutical corporations suing the 
South African government when it brought in national 
health laws that encouraged the use of cheaper, generic 
anti-HIV drugs 
•=• Has ruled that it is illegal for a government to ban a 
product based on the way it is produced, for example, by 
child labour 
•=• Has ruled that governments cannot take into account 
NO 
WTO 
"non-commercial values" such as human rights and 
whether corporations have dealings with dictatorships 
such as Burma when making purchasing decisions 
General Agreement on Trade In Services 
(GATS) 
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is 
one of the more grotesque agendas of the WTO. GATS, 
which originated in the Financial services sector in 
America involves the gradual global privatisation of 
every service sector excluding defence 
in every WTO member country, 
giving major new rights to 
transnational corporations. This 
means the privatisation of 
Business, Education, Construction, 
Environment, Finance, Tourism, 
Transport, Recreation and cultural 
provisions. The WTO Secretariat 
suggests that GATS will have the 
benefit of "helping to overcome resistance 
to change". Reversal of a GATS 
privatisation would automatically 
involve WTO trade sanctions. 
WHY YOU SHOULD PROTEST 
IN SYDNEY 
To stop the privatisation of our planet 
through GATS 
To stop the US-led war on Iraq. 
The US push for war against Iraq is 
the military arm of globalisation. 
On the one hand, the Middle East 
is a huge source of oil which fuels 
the profits of western 
multinational corporations. On the 
other, the Bush administration has 
linked such military intervention 
with pushing a neo-liberal agenda through the IMF, 
WoHd Bank and WTO in pursuit of its global interests. 
•=• To stop the scapegoating of refugees for the effects of 
globalisation. Our protests against the WTO are another 
chance to put the Howard government's appalling racist 
treatment of refugees in the global spotlight. While 
world leaders push for "free trade" and argue for the 
right of capital to move around the world without 
hindrance, they erect barriers to the movement of 
people who are often victims of free market policies and 
the wars they ignite. 
•=• To show that another world is possible. The free 
market is not the only way to organise our economy and 
the use of resources on our planet. We want a world free 
of poverty, hunger, unemployment and environmental 
destruction that is organised to meet human need not 
profit. 
stop the V\n"0 bus: 
Cheapest tickets are ^70 on the 
UQ bus. Call Emma: 0422763 
225 or Martin: 0405 276 095 
A bus with 48 seats available is leaving for Sydney on 
the morning Tuesday 12 November and arriving back 
Saturday morning 16 November. Tickets are ^85 return 
Call Ashley on 3875 5408 or 0412 563 921 or Marcel 
3831 i644 
Other buses: contact Greyhound/McCafferty's/P'oneer 
for times. Full fare 1^76 return. Full-time student ^148. 
Health Care Card ^168. The quickest bus leaves 
Brisbane at 6pm, arriving Sydney 10.40am. 
Houf to get there Train: two trains leave Brisbane for Sydney every 
day—7.30am arriving Sydney 
9.50pm or7pm arriving in 
Sydney 11.30am. Economy return is ^ 220 but if you 
book 14 days in advance, there are 50% discount 
tickets available. Phone 132232. 
Car pool ing—see www.nowto.cat.org.au to register 
Accomodation 
It is encouraged that people stay with friends in 
relatives in Sydney. NUS NSW is looking into cheap 
camping/hostel options, which will be posted on the 
above website. 
Billeting: On the WTO website, there is a space to 
register an ad for a billeting service in Sydney at: 
http://www.nowto.cat.org.au/people.php. 
SYDNEY 14-15 NOVEMBER 2002 
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woulif jesus go to sydney? 
for cheap tickets from 
iBrisbane to the WTO call: 
Emma 0422 763 225 
Ashley 0412 563 921 
- < « • 
i^A t^ 
' -•-. '^^ j^^ 
fAinTRADBHOf FRBiT/iADf 
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Sunday 10 November n i f i r i l flf P I I A F l t c Thursday 14November— 
WTO counter-conference I f l Q i y Ul C v v l l l o ya^ l 
sponsored by AFTINET (Australian Converge on the WTO mini-
Fair Trade and Investment Network) and the Sydney ministerial meeting 
Social Forum ioam-5pm, AMWU Building, Chalmers St, v^pue to be announced (stay posted to the Sydney 
Surry Hills 
Wednesday 13 November 
"Freedom to Move, Freedom to Stay" 
Evening march for refugee rights 
spm Sydney Town Hall 
Protest Convergence: University of Technology: 
Sydney, contact NUS NSW for details: 02 9267 4462 
Social Forum website for details: 
www.sydneysocialforum.org) 
Thursday 14 November—12 noon 
Rally and march called by AFTINET 
Hyde Park, Central Sydney 
HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!! I 
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• • a nd pou Its tme for abstraiias 
favourite sh9iii: 
goop Of fortifpAf 
umh !i9t)r h9st« f eiicitti aiu katie 
the perfect suburban Brisbane Sunday afternoon activity ...because everyone has a Hills hoist and a drinking problem. 
Goon Of Fortune is a game of chance and drunkenness it is the perfect way to finish the bladder and get some fresh air. 
'^MiM!«i ^iib^. the rules >. 
if the clothesline is lowered'on one 
side and the line stops often in the 
^ same spot, people must alternate 
to create maximum drunken 
participants. 
If the bladder stops equal 
. HowtdMy 
. -when you wai<e up-^^^yfi^ 
' mid afternoo;i^,si||iR!|?|f^e«»m 
bladdercs) f romund^ Vour%h^| l f | | 
attach th.em to the clothe^lJpS'MI 
-stand around i|g<5^.^,f4as|p^ ^ 
I hoist where you.thlnls,t^ef:|j^|s'c»^ 
and spin away. WhoeveK,Wifi|[ls8<iK' 
lands above or clo$el5t:.tp d f t ^^A fe / 
,i:Contlnue the game untlUhe !|st^f 
participant'falls to the grouna' 
or is ihcapacltajtedK-,/ 
tips 
alternatives 
Q. don't have a clothesline or a goon bladder? 
A. Strap a bottle of ^4.20 trevi with gaff tape to the living room ceiling fan and line up with 
the 'spray zone' people naked. Yum yum! 
Q. got a goon bladder, but not a Hills hoist? 
A. 'goon shower' is your answer: make a pulley system using rope or shoelaces, attach the 
bladder to the shower rod, lay in the bath and pull away. ^ 
•
administer their own goon and also spin the wheel jf 
both The Chicken Dance' as well as 'Zorba the 
Greek'are required, 
-don't have any sober people hanging around to 
watch, you're either in or out, as things get very pear 
shaped with multiple bladders on the wheel. 
NB: Adnana Xenides is always invited and welcome 
to join (but she is a goon hog) and don't make the 
mistake of so many gooners before and mvite John 




It is now over twenty 




how people felt 
about Sunday. 
Their explanations of the 
negative results ranged from 
crude Freudian to the 
commonsensical. For most of the 
workforce Sunday remains drably 
coloured by the connotation of work 
tomorrow. It retains the Jewish 
implication of being the last day of the 
week and the Christian one of being 
the first Hegel thought we only have 
the conceptual and material resources > 
to philosophise when the week's work 
has been done. The seventh day would 
be the time, but philosophy could not 
do much for sundayitis. Since work is 
undesirable the reflections take on a 
cast as grey as forebodings about the 
next day at the coalface. 
The end of the academic year Is a good 
time to philosophise about academic 
work. In particular about oppressive 
feelings strangely surrounding 
knowledge. Most undergrads do not 
work in sense, I mean - they are the f 
sausages rather than the workers in the 
sausage factory. As one becomes a post 
grad one gets more insight into - or . 
even works upon - the production linel 
As in any work place, the boss needs 
the proles to hate and envy each other; 
for otherwise people naturally form 
empowering communicative channels. 
And so by means of ruthless cuts and 
ceaseless play-offs management and 
government increasingly colour 
academic work with the black hues of 
intense competition. 
There is no aspect of the workplace 
that can float free of this political 
underpinning. JCscholarship we find a 
pressure lor l^oclci^ arguments. 
Optimally yqjU'i^ pci;;yqur _ 
con[i|]etltOfs|utjpf t|i|^^ 




of pa^tnbnf Is JnvbMi as 
holy writ All unnecessary 
concept is out and we are as safe as 
possible from the hungry hordes 
seeking to debunk every word. 
The result is theoretical poverty. A 
conservatism! of ideas'is bred into 
academics like hill-bitfe breed into 
each othen^ Np^ ohe yi/f^ lts to take risks. 
Premise th^lin/lv^^reji^^ and 
ofttn ir^n^iatebasK^^^ 
rathej-Ih^ri Iny^^^ 
adyeiitbre.JI&apo^ a niche 
curved Diit by anSc|iem|c^ 
other nlclft$.THese|a^ 
about a:|i?tter w a | t a ^ 
,l)ut aboJli^cj ir^^Sifeiravy 
tram. Thism*turn reflects rtothihg more 
than the academic fear of being cast 
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back into the proletariat proper; the 
ever-present mistreatment of cleaners 
and admin staff are reminders to all 
academics to stay in line. 
One manifestation of the resulting 
theoretical poverty is a lack of 
syncretism in the academic arena. 1 
invite undergraduates to perform the 
following thinking experiment 
applicable to any area of study: 
consider how rnany so-called opposing 
views are really compatible, especially if 
the framework in which these are 
cast is adjusted to allow 
reinterpretation or more 
accurately re-use. 
Compare that to the 
number of times any type of 
compatibilism is explicitly 
recognised and encouraged. True, 
one is sometimes patted on the 
back for making a case that two 
supposedly opposing views are not 
exclusive or exhaustive. But how often 
are opponents really willing to 
countenance the possibility they are 
wrong, that they can enrich each other 
or even move onto or absorb a range of 
ideas? A stiff puritanical mindset 
forbidding vision as dilettantism, and 
that Paul Feyerabend found in Karl 
Popper, is more popular in universities 
than on a Plymouth rock. • 
While a single or minimum set of 
premises is sometimes useful, It is 
enforced only on pain of lost . 
or... 
imagination and intellectual 
opportunities. A certain parsimony in 
thought is natural and defeasible. But 
then so is inclusiveness or plurality 
Capek pointed out that as a survival 
mechanism an economy of thought and 
movement is indispensable, but that it 
does not follow from this that the same 
economy (if it is the same) should be an 
epistemological principle. As divine 
right parsimony is a pretender - if we 
are to use Occam's razor at all it should 
be its own first - and only - victim. 
To deal with the facile though 
tenacious premises thus preserved the 
academy proposes an inferential process 
prizing tightness of thought. This is 
nothing mdre than a methodological 
extension of the parsimony I have 
already outlined. Note that as a method 
applied to the existing poverty of 
priemises such rigor is a ciirse in 
disguise. If Vour premises are deficient 
any amount of rigor is way too much. 
It's rigor mortis. Good only for 
producing learned dust to accumulate 
orj the sahdstohe (or red brick) tombs. 
Fi^rtheras^'method the fetishisation of 
rigor gfets rid df imagination no less 
th^n as a starting point' 
An attempt at highest order thought 
wbuld be an imaginative attempt to 
assimilate as much as possible. This 
approach is less not more likely to 
resort to simply brandishing a repetitive 
narrative. Attaining maximum content 
requires fluidity of form 
It neither rejects ideas 
outright as is the 
tendency of the 
competitive academy 
nor accepts ideas on 
their own terms as in 
shallow relativism - an 
error often overtaking 
intellectual life 
outside the ivory-
covered walls and one 
drowning formed thought in trivial 
content Both camps mirror each other, 
despising each other without knowing 
how to negate the other's excesses. 
Both then have loyal groups of moronic 
consumers, one buying into the dried 
pseudo-materialism of academia, the 
other lapsing into new-ageism or 
interpretations of feminist pluralism 
that would make the original 
proponents of such tolerance blush like 
brides. The slick managers of yuppie 
bookshops are arfing all the way to the 
bank. 
Sunday as first and last day can dawn 
with us prepared to learn from our 
mistakes. In this regard Hegel called 
knowledge a "for-itself since it uses 
itself to critique itself for Its own 
advancement Real rigour could be a 
part of methodical thought without 
dominating or abandoning it Returning 
to the political pressures acting against 
this observe the old welfare funding of 
higher ed has been swept away 
Universities should be 
resourced at the 
expense of the 
military 
corporate, but 
also rescuing the 
desperated 
academy would, 
on what has been 




management structures with 
organisation not dependant on 
competitive division of academics. 
The most attractive way of going about 
this is we control the resources to 
ensure a co-operative environment 
permitting the free-flow of ideas. In the 
short term councils of cleaners, 
academics, office types and students 
could enforce their decisions. Without 
the need to bow to profit knowledge 
could move back away from patents 
and foster revolutionary critique 
capable of integrating with a drive for 
a superior society in the community at 
large. There is no party or bureaucratic 
short cut to this outcome: you can not 
fight alienation with alienated means. 
Yet sooner than the cynical think we 
may see the owl alight from the cypress 
and once more wing its way toward the 
crepuscular horizon. 
Gerald Keaney 
A Sunday academic 
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1. 
Tommy walks back fmm the ball, slowly deliberately His tiny face is screwed up as he concentrates, eyes down, 
staring at some point far beneath the ground. He feels the grass, still damp, clinging to the plastic studs of his new 
boots. His father bought the boots two weeks ago, and has supervised their breaking in over running sessions in the 
evenings, at the desolate park near their home. 
Tommy stops suddenly and bangs his boots against the moulded plastic of the shin-guards under his socks. First the 
left boot, then the right He lifts each foot after a few hard taps to check that the green debris has cleared the tags. 
He takes three deep breaths, and leans down to pul! his socks up to his knees, carefully refolding the tops to form a 
perfectly straight line across the top of his shins. He runs through the routine, just like his father has taught him. 
When the socks are straight he turns to face the ball. The penalty had been against his team-mate Sam, but Joe, 
their coach, had nominated Tommy to take all free kicks at the start of the season. Sam had been reluctant to give 
SUHD^V 
0 collection of sl<94:chp^ 
up the kick, but Tommy silently had taken the ball from the referee's hands and placed it on the worn spot in the turf 
before Sam even realised the kick had been awarded. 
Two goals apiece. Tommy pushes the thought from his mind, like his father has taught him. His face screws up 
further as he glares at the ball. He shifts his gaze to the wide, yawning goal. He studies the goalkeeper, and wonders 
which way the blonde boy will dive. He glances at the top left corner, then the right keeping his intent to himselt 
Phillip is on the sideline, silent His fists are clenching and unclenching by his side as he breathes deeply mirroring his 
son. He has watched him walk through his free kick routine, and wills the ball into the back of the net Joanne, his 
wife, is gabbling nonsense beside him, fearing the worst He ignores her. 
Tommy takes his last deep breath and lifts his left arm straight above him. 
The arm-raise had been his idea, after he saw the aerial ski-jumpers doing it 
on television. The goal keeper does not blink, and stares at the ball. 
Tommy's arm drops. 
One small step, then a few middle strides, and Tommy is at pace. His weight 
stays low, and he takes the long last stride, planting his left foot next to the ball, 
just like he has done hundreds of times in front of the back fence at his home. His 
right foot sweeps through the ball with a whoomph and the other boy dives left 
Tommy keeps his head over the ball, just like his father has taught him, and watches the ball 
curve. On the sideline, his father holds his breath. 
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2. 
William Starnes irons six shirts every Sunday morning, in 
between breakfast and the stroll down to his local. Five short-
sleeve, white, collared shirts for the working week, and one 
short-sleeve, printed, collared shirt for the races on Saturday 
He irons in the kitchen, looking out the window into his back 
yard. He decides to leave the mowing until next weekend. 
3. 
They sit opposite each other at the small circular table, the papers 
J . / heaped in front of them. Coffee had been ordered, and despite a lengthy 
^ "^/ •• r ' considerationof the menu, they have both settled on their regular 
breakfast orders. Her; a warm croissant tropical jams to spread on it and a large side of fresh fruit 
Him; the works - the cooked breakfast, all the things he doesn't eat during the week; bacon, eggs, sausage, grilled tomato, 
lots of Worcestershire sauce. And coffee, always coffee, strong and black for both. Later, after umming and ahhing, she 
will, as ever, decide to have a little piece ofthe chocolate cake that crouches fatly in the window display and will 
encourage him to eat as much of it as he can before she does. 
He tosses the sport section of the paper back onto the table and rifles through the remains. She is flicking idly through the 
slim news section. He finds Real Estate, and - for the third time this week - checks property prices in the suburb. 
She has slipped off both her sandals underneath the table, and is idly stroking his leg with one bare, pink foot He is too 
preoccupied with his paper too notice, and she with hers. Eventually she takes to rubbing her own shin, legs folded under 
her chair. Neither speaks a word until the breakfast is set down before them. 
Around them, the cafe bubbles with the usual Sunday morning excitement Barbecues and frisbee games are being 
planned noisily and tales of the evening just passed are bawdily exaggerated. They keep reading while they eat 
On page eight she finds a small story about a number of dogs that had been rescued by the RSPCA from an 
inner city house. Apparently the owner had barely fed them for months, and several of the animals had 
already been put down, with more probably to come. She reads the story to him in 
disgusted tones. He grunts his agreement at her disdain through a mouthful of 
sausage. 
'It's just awful what people do. Those poor dogs". He 
nods without looking up. 
"They really should do something. I mean... someone should 
do something". 
He waves to the girl for more coffee. 
4. 
Sarah stares at the minister throughout the entire service, every week. Her eyes are bright and wide, and fixed in a curious 
gaze at the soft-skinned man in the long plain robes who speaks with such solemn authority. She wonders If the minister 
gets hot underneath the robes now that it is nearty summer again. After church, she asks her mother if they can have ice 






Jesus, she looks terrible. Fuck, how much did I have to drink? 
"Gu'mornin... didja wanna cup of tea, or something?" 
Oh no, this could get ugly She's got the look about her. Don't tell me I have to fuck her sober. 
"Ahh, nah, issokay I gotta run, y'know...." 
She's not put of t 
"Come on, jussa cuppa tea, Won't take a minute. And then..." 
She giggles. I burp. 
"Ahh, make us a cuppa tea then... but that's all, okay? Where are my pants?" 
She's out ofthe bed, holding them up, taunting me with them. 
"Here boy) Come and get 'em!" Fuck I wish she would stop giggling. 
1 get out of the bed naked and snatch them off her. She still thinks its funny 
"Listen ) gotta run, okay Thanks for last night Maybe seeya out there again?" Christ 1 hope 
not 
"Don't you want to stay and keep me company for a little while?" She's whining now. 
"Christ, what have I been saying? I have to go!" 
This shuts her up. She pulls her gown around herself and looks at the floor. 
"I just thought it would be nice if you stayed a little while. I could make you breakfast or we 
could got to the cafe down the road," She looks up and I can see she is about to cry. Time to 
leave. 
"Yeah maybe some other time." 
I've found my shirt and tapped down my pants pockets to check I've got my keys and wallet 
"Do you want my number? You can call me..." 
I look at her for a second. What the hell is wrong with this girl? 
"Write it down for me. Phone outside? Can I use it for a second?" 
She moves out of the way of the door, starts ruffling through a drawer for a pen. I walk past 
her. 
-Won't be a second." 
1 go down the stairs quickly The door is unlocked. I start 
sprinting as soon I get outside. 
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6. 
Harry cracks the eggs slowly and carefully into the small white plastic bowl. After checking for pieces of errant shell, he 
adds a little milk, and cracks fresh pepper on top. The butter is already sizzling in the frying pan. Upstairs, Mary lies in 
bed, reading the paper and drinking her steaming tea, as she has every Sunday morning for the last forty-eight years. She 
smells the waft of the toast drifting silently up the stairs, and thinks about her granddaughters. 
7. 
If I'm really quiet maybe I can sneak past him on the couch and he won't wake up. He's snoring, like always, so he won't 
hear me. I get halfway across the lounge room when the snoring turns into a snuffle and he coughs. 
"Eh, what are you fucking doing?" 
"Uhhh, I want some breakfast then I was going to go to the park with Janie, and we were going to ride our bikes." 
"Bullshit you are, you haven't done your fucking chores." 
"But 1 have Dad, I did them all yesterday!" 
" 1 don't give a shit you clean this house up. Look at this place, it's like a fucking pigsty." 
I ask him if I can have some breakfast first 
"Yeah but don't make any noise or I'll bloody throttle ya. Where's you mother, anyway?" 
1 don't know. 1 assume she must be asleep still, or hiding in the bedroom. I have not seen or heard her this morning. 
He rolls over on the couch again, as if to go back to sleep. I tiptoe through to the kitchen, through the bottles on the 
floor, and I notice that the plaster on the far wall has a new crack in it 
They were screaming again last night then I heard the crashing, and Mum crying. Then everyone else left pretty quickly 
and the house was finally quiet It was just like every other Saturday night 
The kitchen is a mess, but I find a clean bowl and pour some cereal into i t There's no milk, so 1 pick at the cereal with my 
fingers, and eat it dry The jagged little pieces hurt when I swallow them. I put the bowl down after a few mouthfuls. 
Maybe if I wait a little while. Mum will come downstairs and we can go and get some milk. I hear him snoring in the 
lounge room again, and sit quietly waiting for her to wake up. 
8. 
Greg hates working Sundays. He never seems to be^ . ^ 
able to resist the temptations of Saturday nights, and 
inevitably finds himself waking to his alarm with a shaky 
hand and a pounding head. He lies in bed for a 
moment and wonders if he should quit his job so 
he can enjoy a lie in for a change. After a few 
minutes, he rises, showers, and shaves. Later that 
morning, he wonders if he locked the back door before 
he left the flat. 





Wayne attacked the woodpile with gusto and chins ol wijOi! 
flew into the brisk country a/>. Wayne wiped his sweating brow 
against his flannelette sleeve then continued his labours and 
meditations. He was thinking at length about the prevailing 
conventions of Rock'n'Roll criticism ih the Australian mass media. 
He thought it resembled the Channel Nine cricket commentary 
team in the way it constantly resorted to a range of hackneyed 
cliches. That it rarely condemned obviously banal commercial music 
because the industry was helping it to line its pockets. That the 
language of the music review rarely exhibited the lyrical waxing and following question: 
him. Predictably he entered at this moment and dumped his 
wooden load upon the dusty kitchen floor. 
"Tea Wayne?" asked Granny 
"Yes please Granny," smiled Wayne. 
They sat and sipped for several minutes enjoying the rustic beauty 
and unimpeachable serenity of their country shanty. Wayne was 
relieved to be able to rest his aching shoulders and wolfed down 
several of Granny's special cup cakes. Soon Granny was compelled 
to interrupt the peaceful silence with this statement and the 
supple thought that occasionally accompanied reviews of other 
mediums like film, literature and art 
"Oh well," thought Wayne as he discarded his axe and 
trudged, wood in arm through the clean 
atmosphere of another 
Stanthorpe 
W . f ^ ! . ^ ; * ^ J ^ ^ . 
"Wayne I forgot to ask you about the Livid festival on the weekend. 
Did you make it in timeto see the 
Giants of Science?" 
"Granny, I rolled my ute on the way 
and lost contact with my friends, E 
* and D. By the time I had found 
them there were only three rip 
snorting songs left in their set 
»iNi: SH&WgROUNDS & 
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morning, "there is nothing I can do about all that as I am but an 
uneducated country boy, 
simultaneously doomed and blessed to 
spend the rest of my life in the cabin 
of a tractor except on every third 
weekend when I become rancidly 
drunk at BftS's and rock'n'roll 
festivals." 
Dirty Three and 
Granny took the toast from the wood 
fire and strained the tea into the 
battered enamel pot. Wayne had told 
her never to do this on account of her 
blindness but she loved him and 
wanted desperately to make his miserable, lonely, rural existence 
more tolerable by offering him scorching tea every time she saw 
their emotional 
rrorism. 
The Giants attacked their 
beautifully moulded guitars 
with gay abandon and banged 
their heads so that their 
magnificent manes of hair 
glistened in the morning sun. 
They surprised me with the level 
of pop sensibility that is imbued 
in their music and I am ashamed 
that I have always been too 
apathetic to see them. I was also 
fortunate enough to see my 
friend W whose jovial optimism 
and true love of music infected me with a sense of unparalleled 
joy." 
With this Granny turned scornfully to 
Wayne and berated: 
"I bet that is the last time you assume 
that a band is 'plodding stoner rock' 
because ofthe distorting and maligned 
constructs that the popular music 
media treadmill has implanted in your 
mind. Now what was next?" 
"Granny, I then devoted much of my 
time to avoiding Motor Trio and The 
Jon Butler Ace, or whatever their names 
are, on account of their offensive 
shitness. I witnessed some other bands 
that seemed pleasant but insignificant I think it was difficult for 
me to be impressed by anything new at this stage because I was 
overcome by a frustrating festival feeling: that familiar and all 




"Granny your cynicism never ceases to deflate the bubbles of my 
joy Mogwai released a thick fog of sonic glory across their dazed 
audience. The audience bobbed their heads in a bizarre Keatsian 
compression of misery and ecstasy Some were even thought to have 
smiled and another is reputed to have touched someone else. Many 
were seen afterwards with their heads in their hands weeping tears 
of melancholy joy One lost raver was beaten senseless." 
On hearing this last assertion Granny uncharacteristically offered her 
unqualified support: 
"That is an act of violence that I support completely and I think 
most of the civilised world would concur.....now how did that 
handsome Ellis boy go?" 
"Grandma, The Dirty Three again proved that they are an institution 
unto themselves. Their performance at Livid differed completely to 
the one I saw at The Zoo a few years ago. This time they left the 
winsome gypsy ballads at home and went completely ballistic. Indian 
Love Song and Kim's Dirt were two of the heaviest dirtiest loudest 
most beer drenched, gut wrenched dirges ever performed in a live 
forum. Ellis stomped and spat about like a human whirlwind, White's 
bountiful frame cascaded chaotically across his drums and Turner 
even moved a couple of times as his long hands caressed a lovely 
death wish. By the end of Everthing's Fucked the crowd had taken 
on every shred of that song's apocalyptic ideology God bless the 
Dirty Three and their emotional terrorism." 
"That's nice dear. But i do think your verbosity sometimes intrudes 
upon the meaning of what you are trying to convey I frankly 
stopped listening after you said 'human whirlwind'" 
Wayne started on the anzac biscuits and offered a swift repartee. 
"Granny I am trying to recount a series of events and atmospheres: 
adjectives, my dear, are indispensable. More than that you are my 
Grandmother and I don't feel any compulsion to impress you. I am, 
however, compelled to impress the intrepid readers of Semper who 
are the clever voyeurs of our conversation." 
"What psychotic rubbish. You must have fried your brain on the 
weekend." 
"Granny you know how drugs make me. I had. however, drunk 
myself into a stupor with my keen witted friend M and my 
uninhibited buddy F who had smuggled himself into Livid through 
underground sewers. After the Dirty Three we sat in the Grandstand 
and watched Oasis who I completely ignored on account of 
attempting to impress a couple of young ladies with proclamations 
like: 
"Oasis suck", "I'm drur?k" and "Can you believe the beautiful circle of 
energy that attaches us all spiritually." 
Soon the keen wit, the uninhibited one and I decided to clamour 
through 20 000 people to reach the front row of Powderfinger who 
we were completely ignoring while enjoying subtle ironical 
discourses. Thirty-odd crushed adolescent gids, about 200 metres 
and several exhibitions of cramped air guitar later we celebrated the 
achievement of our goal with the ultimate ironic proclamation: 
"Powderfinger suck." 
On receipt of this admittedly vulgar confession Granny briefly voiced 
a reprimand: 
"Wayne that was an act of inexcusable fuckheadedness. I agree with 
Mrs Winterbottom when she says the age of chivalry is over. I 
suppose you gave short shift to that compassionate, vegan, mother 
loving Morrissey as well." 
Suddenly Wayne's brow furrowed and expelled a perfectly formed 
projectile of spittle. It sailed gracefully into the centre of his 
favourite spittoon. Usually this action preceded an expression of 
contempt. Today's outburst was no exception. 
" I expected Morrissey to be thoroughly disappointing. As is 
generally the case, I was right Morrissey's performance was an 
offence to the young people who slavishly wore stupid T shirts with 
his name on them. The only Smiths songs he played were the 
miserable Want the One I Can't have and the vegetable manifesto 
Meat is Murder. His musicians resembled the front row of the Reds 
rugby team. As he continued to wail, prance and pout about the 
stage we tumbled into the inebriated night..." 
Grandmas tend to tire quickly and the Grandma in question was 
nodding off Suddenly a giant rat scurried in the front door. Wayne 
snapped a shot gun from the cupboard and blew it to pieces. 
Grandma stirred briefly and resumed her resonant spores. Wayne 
gathered his water bottle and his axe and went back to the 
woodpile. 
A good chick-friend (reader by vocation/gamer by trade) once 
told me that if she was ever to top herselt she'd commit the act 
on a Sunday R was a bit of a glum poppet and Sunday was 
forlorn and boring; it was her weekly trough. She told me this 
and we exchanged gawky smiles and may have even joked about 
the proposition. Not long after this meeting, I heard a solemn 
tune, heartily emitting from the tinny speakers of my 
housemate's laptop. The song was Billie Holiday's infamous 
Gloomy Sunday, otherwise known as the suidde song. 
S: "The suicide song?" How do you mean?" 
J: "Well, Holiday's depressing as it is but heaps of people have 
committed suicide after hearing this song." 
S: "Really?" 
J: "I think so." 
S: "Jesus." 
J: "Yeah." 
many a muso (see Elvis Costello to 
Bjork and back). 
Below, I've chosen a few covers and 
have written about their various 
takes. Yes - there are a tonne of 
versions to mull over but as covers 
often go, some are just beige beige 
beige and 1 don't wish to cause you 
or myself mental atrophy by detailing 
each one. 
Artie Shaw, virtuoso jazz clarinetist: 
this steady paced version is a little 
too Adams Family for my liking. It's 
generally okay and, certainly 
appropriate for its time (1940) but 
clarinets get me tetchy on a good 
Gloomy Sunday 
Sunddy is gloomy, 
my hour.'i dre 
.siunibcrlcss. Diwe.sl, 
the simlows I //i^ f.\ 
wilh rirc: numberless, 
l.illle while (lowers 
wiil never awaken 
you, Not where Ihe 
black coach of 
sorrow lias taken 
you. An^ek have no • 
thought ol ever 
reiurnins you. Would 
'they be angry if I 
thought of joining 
Sefess/Javor 
' (1933) 
It didn't make sense that a song could inspire someone to these 
ends so I sought to better understand Gloomy Sunday's origins. 
Apparently it was written circa 1933 by two Hungarian lads, 
pianist Reszso Seress and lyricist Laszio Javor, midst the Great 
Depression. Javor was the depressed instigator. He'd split with his 
lover and his last-ditch effort was to try and win her back with 
suicidal romanticism. Coincidently, Javor's ex heard the piece 
and, a few days later, hung herselt.. leaving a note simply 
reading "Gloomy Sunday". The pianist Reszso Seress, ended up 
strewn over the pavement outside a Budapest building, in 1968. 
Circulating for three-years, Gloomy Sunday e)iacerbate6 suicide 
rates across Europe. Such feverish behaviour caused speculation 
about the song's 'supernatural' persuasions. People had wandered 
into the Danube, clutching the song's sheet-music and drowned, 
others overdosed on barbiturates to an automatic phonograph 
playing the song ad infinitum, shootings took place outside 
nightclubs after the song was requested. Plain Janes gassed 
themselves after a nine-to-five shift and old men leapt off tall 
buildings wailing "Gloomy Sunday". 
Such reports caused the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 
and numerous Hungarian radio stations to wipe the song from 
airplay American stations only permitted Instrumental versions 
of the song. 
After World War II, however. Gloomy Sunday was forgotten as 
the suicide song and was translated Into English by Sam M 
Lewis. Gloomy Sunday soon became a standard number for 
practicing jazz ensembles. These days, it's a common cover for 
day I mean, it's sad when even a 
death-ballad can't escape this 
heartless woody tool. It also perplexes 
me why they introduced a jazz-style 
crescendo, replete with drums to the 
song's end. 
Billie Holiday iconoclastic jazz 
vocalist: it's easy to underestimate 
this take's ability to creep the bejesus 
out of you. The song's final third 
gently lilts but remains downright 
lonesome. Many hold this to be 
Gloomy Sunday's definitive version. 
Sinead O'Connor, shaved tripper: 
Sinead grants a tip-of-the-hat to 
Holiday's version. That said, the girl's 
vocals are a tad wispy. Generally 
nothing's too greatly inspiring about 
this version... maybe that's a good 
thing. 
Diamanda Galas, operatic hell-
spawn: under another's responsibility 
this version's melodrama might not 
work but Galas hits the nail on the 
head (so to speak). Despite her variant 
lyrics, she manages to honour Gloomy 
Sunday's intent It's an Interesting 
/by Scotl Spark 
you? Gloomy 
Sunday. 
Gloomy is Sunday; 
with shadows Isfjend 
il all. My heart and I 
have decided lo end it 
all. Soon Iherellbe 
candles and prayers 
that are sad. I know. 
Death is no dream, 
lor in death Vm 
cares.sing you. With 
(lie last breath of my 
sou! I'll be blessing 
you. Gloomy Sunday. 
Dreaming. I was only 
dreaming. I wake and 
I Iind you asleep in 
Ihe deep of my heart, 
here. Darling. I hofje 
that my dream never 
haunted ypu. My 
heart is telling you 
how much I wanted 
you. Gloomy Sunday. 
rework with the fmal, more uplifting stanza purposely lopped-
oft 
Heather Nova, sweet: this is a bit of a laugh, really To be 
honest this sounds like a classic Bond theme song. Nova pulls-
off a typical jazz performance. In the end, though, it just sounds 
like some slutty advertisement for Southbank's Kodak Beach. 
Bjork, Icelandic pixie: this is essentially nice but nothing you're 
going to kill yourself over. The cover is string laden and 
cinematic, with horns featured here and there. 
Sarah McLachlan, folk-pop Lilith Fair chick: in my experience, 
this song nears on being the quintessential Gloomy Sunday 
Sorrow meets intimacy Her vocals are lucid. The gid desen/es a 
big Sunday time-and-a-half bonus for this contribution. 
Go forth and find a Gloomy Sunday which meets your liking. 
As for G/oomySt/nofoy serving suggestions? Well, as I see it, a 
depressed bod can't go past their preferred recreational downer, 
a lonesome bed, a bare ceiling and unkempt linen - leftovers 
from lost love... 
Sarah Brightman, shudder: not nearly as convicted as her fellow If you have any further "Gloomy Sunday" serving suggestions or 
musicians' executions. This halfhearted, lobotomised attempt outstanding covers to show us... email me: 
makes one think Brightman might do well receiving a swift kick scottspark@australiamail.com 
and a few decent amphetamines. 
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Dealing with CS Gas 
(Tear Gas) 
*Gas mask- only use current 
military or police designs. Don't 
try any old ones you may come 
across in markets or army 
surplus stores as many used 
asbestos in the filters! 
*Mask/hood- offers limited 
protection. Also useful for 
disguise. 
*Goggles- for eye protection. 
*Neutralizer one - Carry a bottle 
of solution made up from water 
with 5% Baking Soda. 
*Neutralizer two - Carry a bottle 
of solution made up from water 
and sodium metabisulphate (sold 
as Campden tablets, used in 
home brewing). 
*Superdeluxe Pregassing Antidote-
Mix 8-10 eggs, 1 cup water and a 
teaspoon of baking soda in a bov l^. 
Beat mixture well. Keep refrigerated 
in small plastic bottles until a 
demonstration. Wipe the stuff on 
your face before a gassing occurs. 
*lf you are asthmatic tell the people 
around you before the action starts, 
so that if when sprayed you have a 
bad reaction they'll be able to act 
appropriately by giving you your 
medication or getting a doctor. 
What to do when sprayed 
*lf you are in the line of spray move 
backwards out of range rather than 
sideways, where the spray may still 
be able to reach you. If you are In a 
building move outside. Your eyesight 
may become blurred and it Is easy to 
lose awareness of what is going on. 
Do not run blindly Into the arms of 
the police, or worse still, into 
traffic. Act calmly and stay aware of 
your surroundings whilst moving to a 
safe area. 
*lf possible stand upwind of where 
the 
•ATTENTION OVERSEAS STUDENTS* 
Are you graduating soon? 
Do you want to live and work in Australia? 
If you are finishing your course of study soon and you would like to 
make an application for permanent residency in Australia, then contact 
us for a free assessment of your eliglblity. 
AUSTRALIAN lAAAAIGRATION LAW SPECIALISTS PTY LTD 
Registered Migration Agent 0107255 
Phone Byron on (07) 3839 6244 or email 
info(|)auslmmi.com 
Fax: (07) 3839 6255 
^DISCOUNTED FEES FOR STUDENTS* 
spraying happened and expose the 
affected part of your body to the 
wind. This will help disperse the gas 
quickly 
*Flush the affected area of the body 
with the solution mentioned earlier 
or just water if this is not available. 
Do not touch it as you will spread the 
chemical around and rub It Into your 
pores. It may be possible that you 
can rejoin the action right away, as 
small amounts should only affect you 
for a few minutes. 
*ASAP, have a cold shower for 3-5 
minutes (hot water opens the pores 
and allows gas particles In), then 
proceed with normal showering. 
Showers flush the chemical away 
whilst a bath will just re-distribute 
it. For gross contamination, wash 
with Neutralizer mentioned above. 
After the action you should hang 
your clothes up in a well ventilated 
area to disperse the last remnants of 
the gas. When they have hung for a 
day or so wash them twice- first in 
cold and then in hot water- and 
they'll be okay to wear again. 
*CS Gas is fat soluble so never coat 
your skin in petroleum jelly or 
similar substances for protection as 
some people have tried. When 
sprayed do not treat the area with 
any cream, jelly or ointment, unless 
advised to by someone who knows 
what they are talking about. The 
best treatments are air, cold water 
and time. 
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She is never home by twelve o'clock 
her dress ra^^ 
slipper losi 





her hair a tangle 
lace table cloth 
spun sugar white 
He leaves the door open 
whisperins sweet nothings 
Dad says 
nothing; to the oven 
mother mum mother mum 
the dishes don't get done 
her head al the head ol ihe table 
sliver of a knife 
carving a skin thin slice 
hell heaven hot 
burnt black oven 
180 degrees 
moderate heat 
bloody body meal 
Oven miUens 
pig skin and chicken 
the sky is crack-ling 
someone is missing 
stuffing 
bread crumb stuffing 
in my pockets 
lost in my gingerbread house 
candy wallpaper 
1 hate her 





under the tabic 
1 try to escape 
mirror mirror 
dinner plate 
her pretty face 
blue iips 
deep breaths 
Anarchist Anti-WTO Survival Kit 
^Clothing - should be protective and *Calamine lotion 
durable, light weight (to *Clean cloth 
allow for great mobility), and *Comprehensive first-aid manual 
tight fitting while covering *Cotton swabs 
the entire body (to protect *Disinfectant- iodine, etc 
from tear gas). Also prepare 
for cold/wet weather. 
*Gloves 
•Hiking Boots/Military boots/High 
sneakers 
*Helmet 
*For men - jock strap or protective 
cup 
•Prescription drugs 
*Food - especially If special diet is 
required 
•Eyeglasses (extra pair in a safe 
location if possible) 
•Self-sufficient camp gear 
•Money, ind. change 
•Maps - road maps, train-
track maps, city maps 
•Whistle / Noisemakers 




•Pen and note paper 







•Try to leave pets at home 
•Coming in vehicles is a 
plus, as well as 
being equipped with 
bicycles 
A-Z Demonstrators 
First Aid Kit: 
« 
•3-ounce rubber bulb (to rinse 
out eye wounds) 
•Adhesive tape 




•Baking Soda and or Campden 









•Moleskin/2nd Skin- many uses 
•Pain reliever, strong 
•Petroleum jelly 
•prescription medicines 












Adhesive bandages (various sizes) 
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(OR) Houj I'lie mnRLooRo mnn 
DesTfiosKHi communism 
Once upon a time, not long after the second atomic bomb 
made the Emperor of Japan think seriously about surrender 
and the greater world was spent after a binge on war, the 
Free World, those that triumphed over one evil only to 
face another, confronted any aspiring Communist from 
another country and screamed, "Lock and load! Gun down 
this fucker jamming their Marxist poetry, Lennin riffs, 
Stalin bass with an undercurrent of Trotksy beats when 
they should be bopping to our old-school Christian funk 
fused with techno-pumping capitalist imperialism! HOT 
DAMN!" 
The Cold War lasted 50 years. I wasn't around to witness 
most of It but there were Seven Great Moments in that 
strangled and arguable stifled period of world history when 
we could have spent our last Winter losing hair in a nuclear 
fallout listening to Elvis or Blonde from our Inadequate 
underground bunkers: 
Number one: The Korean War (see M*A*S*H*). Two: The 
Cuban Missile Cigar Crisis. Three: French and (as if they 
had to show how to really fuck something up) US failed 
ventures Into Vietnam (fait accompli). Four: Pretty 
Europe's front-row tickets to the 'NATO the Light Weight 
verses WARSAW Pact Steroid-Beef-Cake Battle for European 
Supremacy' but thankfully, the match was cancelled 
because. Five: the Berlin Wall came down into a million 
pieces (my history teacher gave me a piece of it - a bit of 
rubbled cement with layer upon layer of spray-paint and 
posters!) and Six: North Korea was left to carry on the 
ideological batton of pure Marxism, presidential big-hair, 
and super-sized public propaganda displays that remind the 
TV generation of digitally-enhanced Disney on Ice. And 
finally, number Seven is knowing that Marlboro, supremo 
34 
lung-busters, was advertised on billboards in Moscow. 
Ronald Reagan didn't destroy Communism. Phillip Morris 
did. 
After so much fear and doom about Mutually Assured 
Destruction and the possibilities of Mad Max Two becoming 
a reality gradually the Free World realised it was fresh out 
of enemies. On a hot summers day of reckoning, the Free 
World understood that they'd consumed the last of the 
Communist Flavoured Ice Cream and as they lapped their 
tongue between their fingers 
for the last syruppy bits, —^  „ . 
never satisfied, they ^ T u 
spied the Ice-Cream M . ^®^^"^®J" 
Man hauling out from # Iraqi sports a 
the backroom a # moustache much like 
Saddam Hussein's 
doesn't mean he lays 
brand new flavour 
that the Free World 




effects were ignored, w.^^m, / s . 
as United States 1 ^ ^ ; ^ ^ . ^ - " 
Foreign Policy is prone to ^ H g s i l ^ , 
do, until it was too late. 
0 awake at night ^ dreaming of gassing,' 
Kurdistan"^ 
• \~'h.f\ 
Fundamentalism Terrorism, whether 
you think it's un-invited or just-desserts. 
Inevitable or despicable, though shockingly terrifying 
In our sanitized world, is as old as the hills it was born 
out of. As a generalization. Old Religious Warfare is based 
on deeply embedded nomadic vendettas played out In lush 
valleys and across desserts. It was not uncommon to solve 
a dispute by sneaking up to Bob the Shady Camel Dealer's 
tent, cutting his throat, stealing his flock, maybe a virgin 
daughter or son or two, running for the hills, and telling 
no-one, and hoping to hell and back that your flavour of 
God wouldn't strike you down with the fate you'd 
delivered your enemy 
Now, thousands of years and inventions later, this tit-for-
tat is repackaged Into a globalised warfare that utilises 
what the Western World has taken as a given and now 
comes back as a weaknesses; passenger jets and hotels, 
laden with explosives. This brand of pay-back seems to 
have been Invented solely to madden the Free World into a 
frenzy of furore and craving for revenge against an enemy 
they can't find; an enemy bent on something the Free 
World doesn't quite understand and the argument runs 
that there's really no point in dissecting the rationale 
behind Fundamentalism Terrorism butchery because it 
operates at an extreme level and only ever represents the 
intents of a few select religions hiding amid the mass and 
misconstrued will of a larger culture and religious order 
supposedly under threat from imperialist intentions. A 
Fundamentalist Terrorist can easily validate their plight by 
saying, "We're different buddy and the gap between us 
has become too far for too long. In your culture you send a 
plane over to our country and bomb a few people because 
we don't behave like you. In my culture we send your 
plane to your country and bomb your people as a reminder 
that's everyone's different." The arguments for 
appeasement and understanding of the causes and 
solutions could go on for millennium (like a Palestinian-
Israeli peace deal) and the crusade to bring the culprits to 
trial could be just as hopeless - how can a suicidal 
fundamentalist be punished once they're dead? 
The greatest danger for the Free World bent on revenge is 
that the clash and taste of Fundamentalism is unlike the 
tantalizing Hollywood ideal of Frontier Cowboys fighting 
then) Savage Indians, the nobility of Avenging Allies slaying 
Naughty Nazis, or Goodwilled Soldiers of the Free World 
prepared to take on hordes of Communist Anti-Christs, for 
Fundamentalist Terrorists, as an opposition, do not 
represent the true religion or the true ideology of the 
people they stem from. In this uncertainty of who (not 
to mention where) to throw smart-ass bombs at In 
retaliation, now more than ever is a time to harness 
all that 'love thy-neighbour, even those who wear a 
funny hat' Christian Virtues so ingrained in 
Australia so that we, the future citizens and 
leaders of an extremely lucky country, don't 
go igniting trouble and strife with Innocent 
countries and cultures that have no idea 
why even sections of their own people 
wave their hands in the air like they 
just don't care, screaming "I'm 
going to kill myself killing you!". 
Similarly just because an Iraqi 
sports a moustache much like 
Saddam Hussein's doesn't 
mean he lays awake at 
night dreaming of gassing 
Kurdistan. It's the great 
cross-platformed media, 
government and culturally inspired herd-mentality 
misconception of us verses them plus innocent casualties, 
particularly in the light of the lastest display of geopolitics 
and hyper-chaos, that can potentially lead us fun loving 
Aussies from a peaceful, virgin and naVve continent to 
believe that the latest Flavour the Free World Is tasting, 
killing and dying for - and the Free World needs Heroes to 
create cultural ego and Heroes needs fire-breathing 
dragons to slay to stay in business - is actually worth killing 
and dying for, otherwise, we could implicate ourselves in 
an expanded and contracted conflict greater than what a 
handful of terrorists could ever throw about. 
So, the solution? The A-Team have retired. They would 
have been an ideal anti-terrorist unit. The current flavour 
for the Free World War Machine is Fundamental Terrorism 
and let's hope that military moves like Gallipoli and 
entanglements like Vietnam never happen again. Even 
though it's a new war in a new war, the mistakes to be 
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Sunday, ladiez and gentz, it's 
Sunday morning. Out in the 
park, in the Castle, the 
Newwwwwwcastle! Crowds of 
families, prams, balloons, boyz 
and giriz - they're all waiting 
for one thing. Oh yeah, this Is 
not art - this is a festival. 
Here they come. Comin' at cha 
like a rope to the throat. Dope. 
This gang you don't wanna 
meet, late at night in da streets. 
They are Da Ladiez - give it up 
for Da Ladiez! - of the Jump 
Rope For Art Skipping League. 
Check it. 
This is a precision, derision 
performance team. Seventeen 
ladiez - all ages, all sizes. They skip, they rap, by shakin' 
their booties they're bringing it back. Reclaiming, sista, 
reclaiming the lost sixth element of hip-hop. Y'all know 
what that is, jump rope. Double Dutch, skip-hop, baby, 
skip-hop. 
Beat-box tunes blast outta a green Barina. Is that a car or 
is that a roller-skate baby? 
These little ladiez are flaming in their red shirts, white 
names slashed across their chests like an open invitation, 
a letter honey, addressed to you, and you can open it! 
Say my name! 
What is it? 
"/'m Juzifi. I guess I'm the Judge Judy of Da League. The 
attorney, the lawmaker, the lawbreaker, the 
educator... the money-maker." 
They wear short shorts, black booty-huggers with white 
stripes racing down their curvaceous, honey-hips. Yeah 
mama! These ladiez are hot! 
7'm Pony N\ - I'm everyone's little pony and I'm hot to 
trot" 
Out come the ropes. Oh man! These ladiez really turn 
my rope. Double Dutch sista, 
Double Dutch. In, out, In, 
out, these ladiez can Jump! 
"I'm Juscutz - no mess, no 
wait, no fuss and no 
appointment necessary." 
Skip it, skip it real good. 
Da captain, Femineminem, is 
rhyming, listen to her rhyme. 
Turn up that megaphone, this 
lady can rhyme, say it: 
"BeckyJoisaskanky Ho!" 
'7'm Petty Cashytheteam 
treasurer, whkh is.probably 
just because I wear a bum 
bag." 
Watch'em skip! Zigzagging, 
back-sliding, booty-waggling, twist'n'turning, shakin' 
that ass! Watch them wait for their turn to enter 
da rope. They can dance, oh yeah, they can 
dance!! 
M / A Vm Euro - international currency honey." 
But hooooooold up sista! By adopting these 
;fute (oh they're hot!) personas aren't y'all 
l^ andering to people's desires, to an image? 
Shorts and rope, this is bondage baby! 
You tell 'em Juzifi: "it's a parody ofthe 
misogyny of hip-hop which is quite derogatory of 
women in many forms". That's right girl! "So we're 
in our cute little things, we're doing our booty 
shaking but in the context of innocent child's play with 
the skipping." Right on! Check it, this is a 
ma'amifesto! 
These ladiez are bringin' back the girl'z games. Boy'z 
games get taken through to puberty and y'all know you 
can make a career outta it - aka Shane Warne and his 
crew. Da League is reclaiming the confidence that girls 
had before those goddam puberty blues hit cha. 
They're talkin' worid domination, an occupation. Ropes 
across Australia, ropes across the worid. Red shirts, little 
red books, everywhere you motherfuckers look. What's in 
da book Femineminem? "It's a purse-pack o politics." 
Check it, like Chairman Mao, these sistas have the know-
how! 
These ladiez are born to skip. Straight outta their mamas, 
into the gutter and into da rope! Say it Flip Love: 
"Jumping is something you do, skip-hop is something you 
live". Word. 
Skip It, skip It real good. 
• i ^ Hannah Brooks 
Calling all lady skippers 
Wanna join a Brisbane sl<ipplng contingent? 
No experience or rope necessary -just a burning desire to sk\\> and a penchant for short shorts. 
email hannahbrooks(a)myself.com to share ideas / expressions of interest 
or femineminem(|)hotmail.com from the Sydney league 
wi'iue, the unwerse Wl'iUQ, the liPW 
Across 
1. What is lacking somewhat in the Great Court -
work of the High Society? 
2. Total mystery for those underage, is it really 
the government source of the War on Terror 
conspiracy? 
3. Currency often used by Clubs and Societies as 
a form of bribery. 
4. Paper war in which 'green' parties cause 
devastating environmental damage. 
5. n. A dirty word, a very dirty word, adj. A style of 
creative eyebrows. 
6. Faulty mechanical machine; part of a 
conspiracy put in place by the uni to scam 
money from unweary students. 
7. Not very biodegradable yet easily recyclable; 
40 years and it is still readable... there we go, 










Legal stimulant - chewy animal-shaped lolly 
that has been known to make an appearance 
in a certain first-year chem lecture. 
Yea olde offal shoppe. 
Notice-board style forum for free speech and 
shit. 
Ticket who think that orange is the new black. 
Christian figure famous for his association with 
the 10 commandments and for his style of 
leather sandals which are now universal uni-
wear. 
One of the Gods of this religion made its 
mainstream Aussie debut on a painted beaded 
curtain at this year's ARIAS! 
Ticket: philosophers at heart;' we know better 
because we know we don't!' 
Answers on page 60 
THE CAPITALIST 
"Give us this day our dally bread..." 
It is intellectually 
popular to believe 
that we live in a 
secular society in 
which there is no 
real religion. 
that somehow rationality has 
conquered, and that now all that exists 
is cold hard logic; we have achieved the 
Utopia of science in which no one is 
fooled into the lies of religion, the 
falsity of faith, and the deceptions of 
heaven and hell. Finally the preachers 
of brimstone and fire are defeated, and 
we are now a civilisation that 
champions truth and justice. But 
whether we admit it or not there is 
always an underlying metaphysics by 
which we live - a system of thought 
and behaviour, which tells us not just 
what to do, but why it is 'worth' doing 
- that is, what underlying value 
pervades i t If one reads the Bible, one 
finds it full, not just of ravings about 
God, but also practical teachings about 
everyday life, when one should put in 
their fields, which animals are 
'unclean' and so forth. It is a 
system of behaviour that 
covers all aspects of life, 
underlying all of which is 
God, and God's laws. 
The fact remains that we do 
not just have a religion, but it 
is the most powerful religion ever to 
have emerged because most do not 
even realise that it is one. The 
religion is capitalism. It subsists on 
the faith that more possessions = 
more happiness. Since happiness is 
the meaning of life, then 
obviously acquiring material 
possessions is the meaning of 
life. You may well ask, if this is a 
religion, then where are the 
churches, where are the altars? 
Well as it happens, being the 
most powerful religion that has 
ever existed, we each have an 
altar in our houses, to which 
most people pay homage 
between two and four hours 
a day This is what has been 
called television, but from 
here-on-in, it shall be 
referred to as the altar of 
capitalism. So we pay 
homage to our altars, and 
behold preachings of 
heaven and hell, and the 
means to happiness. I've 
always felt slightly queasy 
when watching advertisements. It is 
difficult to put into words exactly what 
it is about them; it's just a general gut 
feeling. There is the obvious wide-
ranging superficialness of the jingles. 
Underlying this, however, is something 
more abstract - an abhorrence of their 
'irrational enthusiasm': 
The diet that changed my life! 
just wait till you drive it! 
Things that make you go 
mmmmmmmm! It's Mactime! 
Coke is it! 
Lose weight in just three weeks! 
Sale! Sale! Sale! 500/O off! 
Go well go shelL 
Just do it! 
99% fat free! 
'Irrational enthusiasm' has always been 
a sure sign of a religious discourse, and 
this is strong evidence that capitalism is 
RELIGION 
a religion. Sure most of us do not 
sing jingles, and literally jump for 
joy at the prospect of devouring 
poor quality off-cuts, in the form 
of McDonalds, just as few followers 
of a religion sprout the creed with 
the same vigour as the preachers. 
But they still believe it. We still 
believe it. Advertisements are 
telling us that owning possessions is the 
meaning of life, and hedonism, 
indulging in physical pleasures, is the 
purpose of life. To achieve these 
ultimate values, we are told that we 
must earn money. More money equals 
more freedom. And so we devote up to 
a third of our lives working to gain 
more abstract numbers on an electronic 
recording device. Forty hours a week is 
far more than one hour on Sundays; 
not to mention the rest of the time 
spent watching television. Few religions 
have demanded such dedication. 
Heaven is possessing and consuming. 
Hell is others possessing, and others 
consuming. God is the pleasure at 
owning possessions. Money is the holy 
spirit, the conveyor between us and 
God. Celebrities are the high priests. 
And so the holy trinity is complete. 
Some will tell you that socialism is the 
only real alternative, others anarchism 
(complete 
decentralisation). My 
problem with these 
theories is that they 
still talk about the 
distribution of 
resources, as if all of 
our problems resided 
within the physical 
positioning of objects. 
But this does not 
really get to the point. 
Capitalism and 
socialism are both 
extremes on the same 
continuum, and thus 
in a sense are not that 
different. Capitalism 
believes that money 




believes that money 
should be controlled, 
or eradicated by 
making all property 
I I I I 
socially owned, thus making everyone 
'equal' and thus free. But both, in the 
end, believe that freedom is 
accomplished through the manipulation 
or distribution of physical resources. 
Value is to be measured by physical 
needs, whether by money or property. 
Thus, both are based upon materialism. 
If you believe, however, that there are 
important spiritual needs, then you find 
yourself in a whole other paradigm. In 
the spiritual paradigm, it does not 
matter so much whether things are 
based upon trading tokens or the 
distribution of property but 
how you use it, and what 
your underlying values 
and philosophies 
actually are. Thus, it 
does not matter if 
money is used or 
not, it does not 
make you a 
capitalist to use 
money only to 
use it as if it was 
the highest value. 
This is a way out of 
the contradiction of 
being an objector to 
capitalism, but while living 
in a capitalist society. You 
needn't give up using money or buying, 
but only the idea that you actually 
BY BRENTYN RAMM 
'need' money as such, and 
that 'money buys 
happiness' rather than 
happiness being the way 
in which you live your 
life. It also means giving 
up the idea that more 
possessions = more 
happiness, and thus 
avoiding the 
buying/working addiction cycle, where 
one's only life goals are to save money 
for that next big possession (lounge, tv, 
car, house, boat, etc), and once 
this is acquired, move on to 
the next possession, as 
if this is all that life 
was. This is what 




seem to imply -
though socialism 
also seems to say 
happiness will 
also come through 
your neighbour 
owning the same 
amount as you - and 
therefore possessing the same 
amount of 'freedom'. In any case, it 
implies that freedom is equivalent to a 
material state, as opposed to spiritual 
states - e.g., learning (for its own sake), 
creating, the experience of beauty 
wonder at the universe etc. Thus there 
is nothing wrong with possessions as 
such, but only the way we feel about 
them. If our happiness depends upon 
them, then our lives have become 
empty - a surface existence, where 
there is little wonder or awe at the 
nature of things and ourselves - a life 
of mediocrity not worth living. 
Not all that long ago, I was listening to 
music composed by the Native 
Americans. Totem animals...crouching 
mountains...buffalospirits...whispering 
brooks. Those haunting chants were 
voices from the past Voices of our 
conscience. I reflected upon 
consumerism, and our systematic 
production-lining of nature. 
Pollution...acid rain...species 
extinction.-.deforestation. Mother-
nature raped and bleeding. I was 
suddenly overwhelmed by an intense 
feeling of sorrow. 1 found myself 
weeping uncontrollably Sure, a bottle 
of vodka had been consumed that 
night but it was a genuine outpouring 
of the soul - the vodka had only 
disabled the social filters. Jung would 
have said that the conscious ego had 
been disrupted long enough for the 
collective unconscious to 
exert itself. 
A lot has been said by 
historians and philosophers 
upon the development of 
humanity up to this point 
and just as much upon its 
passible future. Thinking of 
the rise and fall of 
civilisations, and how 
corporations transcend 
societies, I gal! at the 
possibility that McDonalds 
may very well exist until the 
end of humanity or even 
worse, spread to other 
worlds. This, for me, is a 
notion of the utmost revile. 
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In 1985 the American public-television 
station WNET lost its corporate 
sponsorship from Gulf and Western (now 
Viacom) after a 
documentary called 
Hungry for Profit was 
screened. Hungry for 
Profit was a film 
documenting destructive 
multinational corporate 
activities in the third 
world. Anticipating a 
negative corporate 
reaction, station officials 
"did all we could to get 
the program sanitized" 
(1) before the 
documentary was aired. The partially 
censored version still wasn't 'sanitized' 
enough for the CEO of Gulf and Western 
who complained with indignation that 
the documentary was "virulently anti-
business if not anti-American" and that 
the airing of the documentary was not 
the behaviour "of a friend" of the 
corporation. After this incident "Most 
people believe that WNET would not 
make the same mistake again" the 
London Economist obsen/es.(2) 
Through such disciplinary withdrawal of 
sponsorship, corporate advertisers can 
effectively discipline commercial media 
for broadcasting or publishing 
Information which they do not wish to 
enter the public mind. Often this is not 
necessary as publishers will often self 
censor, like in the abovementioned case, 
anticipating a negative reaction from 
their clients. And clients are what 
corporate advertisers are, advertisers 
purchase access to the public mind from 
a business (newspaper, television station). 
And the customer is always right, to fuck 
with your clients is suicide. 
In addition to disciplining or 
discriminating against media that is not 
seen to be a "friend" of corporate 
America, large corporate advertisers are 
careful about which programs they will 
sponsor. They are unlikely to sponsor 
documentaries that seriously criticize 
corporate activities such as environmental 
degradation or corporate support of and 
benefits from Third World tyrannies. The 
manager for corporate communications 
for General Electric (a company that 
manufactures components for nuclear 
weapons and power-plants, patriot 
missiles etc) outlined the 
basic point by stating that 
"We insist on a program 
environment that 
reinforces our corporate 
messages." In the light of 
that statement we can 
now reflect on the 
consequences of the fact 
that General Electric now 
owns 
NBC-
TV. We insist on a 
According to the 
instructions Procter 
and Gamble (a 
company which kills 
around 50.000 
animals a year 
through animal 
testing of products) 
gave to their ad-
agency 'There will be 
no material on any of 
our programs which 
could in any way 
further the concept of business as cold, 
ruthless, and lacking in all sentiment or 
spiritual motivation." (3) 




thus not interfere 
with the "buying 
mood" - a mood 




complexities and disturbing controversies. 
A proposed documentary series on 
environmental problems failed for want 
of sponsors at a time when public interest 
in environmental problems in the US was 
at its peak. This was also a time when 
many large corporations were spending 
large amounts of money on commercials 
and other publicity to allay public 
concern about the environment The 
problem was that the documentary 






systemic failure whereas the message the 
corporate world was trying to convey 
"was one of reassurance." (4) 
Television stations soon learn that such 
programs will not sell and that they may 
also offend powerful advertisers. If they 
are carried it will be at financial sacrifice. 
Such financial sacrifices are unlikely to be 
made in a profit-oriented media 
corporation which is subject to increasing 
market (and shareholder) pressures for 
financial performance. Thus we see in a 
free (ad-based) 
commercial press a 
natural evolution 
away from any 
serious criticism of 
their corporate 
sponsors (clients) and 
towards a lightly 
entertaining 





avoid serious and 
potentially disturbing 
issues which may 
disrupt "the buying mood" or offend their 
corporate clients. So maybe think twice 
about the quality and content of the next 
news broadcast that was "brought to you 
by McDonalds family restauraunt". 
1 Pat Aufderheide, "What makes Public TV Public?" 
The Progressive (January 1988) 
2 "Castor oil or Camelot?" December 5,1987. For 
further Details see James Aronson, Deadline for the 
Media (New York: Bobbs-Merrll, 1972). pp.261-63. 
See also Harry Hammit, "Advertising Pressures on 
Media", Freedom of Information Center Repot no. 
367 (School of journalism, University of Missouri at 
Columbia, February 1977) 
3 Bagdikian, Media Moaopoly, p.l60 






Sunday the sixth of 
October is a strange time 
to camp in the middle of 
the northern territory 
desert, whether you 
decide that you are 
hallucinating; having a 
warped dream that 
combines most of the 
popular television culture 
you have absorbed on 
Sunday afternoons to date; or 
actually experiencing a vibrant 
yet menacing chapter of 
Australia's political history the 
reality is that you come out of 
it just slightly more bewildered 
than a regular garden variety 
week's end. 
... It begins. A non-descript 
group of peace activists, 
scattered with age, colour and 
plenty more, scramble aboard an unmarked bus from 
Brisbane heading inland. A man, purely known as 
Tommy has kindly volunteered this vehicle (with the 
payment of a modest fee) for the seven and a half 
thousand-kilometre trip. All this armed with only a 
desire for the personality knob to be locked at easy 
listening levels and a disloyal sidekick, who resembled 
a Saint Bernard puppy with his incessant eager-to-
please character. If not for the other events of the 
trip, this duo and their dire quest for pleasant shoe 
wearing behaviour may have formed the basis of a 
bad sit-com. 
These distractions lightened the restless, three-day 
bus journey droning west over or around native 
animals, depending on the operator of the steering 
wheel, and through increasingly desolate yet beautiful 
horizons. <^bathlng on the 
rc^d blockade 
The monotony of the 
landscape was broken 
intermittently by random 
truck stops, occasionally 
with a country town and pub(s) attached. This is 
where you learn two universal truths about outback 
country towns: getting drunk in the middle of the day 
gives you a strange sense of rose coloured euphoria; 
this may or may not be the reason for the undying 
belief in a town's identity based on a bare knuckled 
a giant iced vovo 
44 
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fighter, a good bloke who had once shorn three 
fiundred and twenty six sheep in seven hours and ten 
rrilnUtes, or some bloody good pork sausages. 
Inward, onward and arrival, we meet Alice, tJ 
iemgmatic host, it seems she was aware of j 
pending arrival and had telegraphed it thrc 
aiid bad media. Collectively the feeling that th^ 
was portraying was torn, from b g g j ^ the bunclTofi 
dirty rotten ferals, to a sense o i ^ p i t admiration: 
turiosity, intrigue, or something inbetween had b^  
roused. In retrospect, this raw politicaljapdj 
only slightly blanched by modern ut 
refreshing if not a little disjointejarThf 
remains of the comple^ 
Itrikirigly evident and aferming. 
iiUst down the road everyon^RSTup and formed a 
terit community about eight kilometres from Pine 
Sap, a joint military spy base that we share with the 
United States of America in the name of protecting 
sovereignty the contradiction starts here, sovereignty 
pr complete independence and self government 
appears to be something solely afforded to the uhit|d;:j 
states in this area. In 1966, nine hundred acres of ;;;^?i 
land that only a few hundred years ago did not l^ nbv/^ ^ ^  
I the concept of ownership, was forcibly purchased ; J) 
from an experimental farmer at fifty-tv/o cents per ';| 
acre, this pocket of land in the middle of the desert isi 
supplied completely tax-free to the U.Sr government; : 
lAustralian politicians empowered to extend the lease ,^  
|of the facility concluded that they couldn't do thii '; 
ntil they had more information about its activities. 
0 information forthcoming, but the lease is still 
ood. 
The treaty set up in 1966 for the formation of the ; 
base referred to developing an individual and 
collective capacity to resist armed attack. These 
activities include being an integral part of the Nucleai" 
Missile Defence (NMD) program run by Americ^, that 
the office of national assessments has found to bfi;:;;; ^ 
against our national interests, microwave and sateltfe; 
technology has the ability to trace fax, email and/^'^' 
telephone communication internationally. Radar ^ ;^:J^ 




of a facility used to aid the mass 
killing of innocent civilians had 
dribbled into Alice. Creating terror 
to eliminate terrorism is something 
that doesn't really make sense. 
Tents, flags and diversity riding high 
in the middle of nowhere surrounded 
by spinifex, sand and a spy base, the 
breadth and creativity of planned 
actions was amazing. As was the way 
five hundred strangers organised 
themselves in the middle of 
nowhere, with no facilities, and did 
it so damn well. A visit to the gates 
during the day showed what we were 
up against. Two police roadblocks, 
six metre razor wire fences and an 
enormous contingent of khaki 
northern territory police and blue 
australian protective services 
officers, helicopters and a spy-base. 
Sunday., blur... wake up 
call @ six am from a 
police crew parading 
around the camp, their 
robot-like fashion only 
matched by a crew of 
humming cardboard 
storm troopers trailing 
them, another trip out 
to the spy base fence... 









carft get throughf 
'spaceship* arrives... with dance 
music, joy elation, at the very least 
we have limited the operation the 
base for a while and brought 
international media attention to it... 
morning... so beautiful out he.re... our 
roadblock dance party is still going... 
police are back with riot gear... they 
are smashing cars, using batons and 
shields to move people sitting linking 
singing peacefully on the road, people 
get hurt... police move with drab 
menacing choreography., still not one 
of them has smiled or uttered a word 
to us... people get into the spy base 
and take pictures (federal offence) 
people get arrested... but they don't 
get charged ..why not??? 
Back in Alice Springs, dreading 
another thirty-six hour bus stint to 
Brisbane. What has been achieved... we have stopped 
traffic entering a military base used to plan a war for 
-T v l f m , fourteen hours... the 
• 4>MSil news has been awash 
about the pine gap 
facility for days... and 
we have been able to 
directly express our 
protest against a facility 
that engages in the 
killing of innocent 
' /K:S \P l i8P people... the spy base is 
^ " i p S ^ ^^^^ operating and it 
P i S l i l l i l l i i i J ^ a appears that police 
aren t always actually 
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September 11, Al Qaeda, and Iraq 
There is widespread dismay that the global war on 
terror is metamorphosing into an American war on 
Iraq. Officially, this is happening because Iraq must 
not be allowed to arm terrorists with weapons of 
mass destruction. Unofficially, it's happening 
because the USA wants Iraq's oil, because the Bush 
administration consists of reckless warmongers, 
because American Zionists want Israel's enemies 
crushed, because it distracts voters from the 
economy, and because Bush family pride is at stake. 
Rather remarkably there is a lot of evidence which suggests 
that Iraq has been sponsoring Al Qaeda terrorism against the 
USA for ten years, ever since the end of the Gulf War -
starting with the first attempt to destroy the World Trade 
Center, in 1993, and culminating thus far in the September 
11 attacks and the anthrax letters. One might imagine that 
this constitutes the real case for war with Iraq, but none of 
it has yet featured in a Bush speech or a Blair dossier. As for 
why that is so, I will speculate later. But first, let's review 
the history of Al Qaeda's attacks on the USA. 
Al Qaeda is generally understood to be an outgrowth of the 
Office of Services, the organization which looked after 
foreign volunteers during the 1980s Afghan jihad against the 
Soviet Union. Osama bin Laden, Saudi Arabia's man in 
Afghanistan, ran its headquarters in Peshawar, Pakistan. In 
1989 the USSR withdrew from Afghanistan, and bin Laden, 
along with many other Saudi veterans, returned to Saudi 
Arabia. In 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia 
feared that it was next. Bin Laden proposed that the 
mujahideen should defend the kingdom, but the king 
instead invited in the American army The American-led 
forces not only drove Iraq from Kuwait; they stayed on In 
Saudi Arabia indefinitely Meanwhile, Afghan war veterans 
were showing up on an alphabet of new battlefields -
Algeria, Bosnia, Chechnya. Bin Laden left Saudi Arabia, 
began to organize a new global jihad against the USA, and 
somewhere along the way Al Qaeda as we know it was born. 
The first major attack on American soil came in February 
1993, a month after Bill Clinton was inaugurated. A massive 
truck bomb exploded In the basement of the World Trade 
Center, creating a crater six floors deep. The intent was to 
topple one tower onto the other, destroying them both. In 
court, the bombing conspiracy was blamed on the Egyptian 
sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman, who had recruited for the 
Afghan jihad. But the real explosives mastermind, Ramzi 
Yousef, had already escaped to Pakistan. 
Two years later, Yousef was in the Philippines, working on a 
host of new plans along with his uncle, Khalid Sheikh 
Muhammad, and several other conspirators. The most 
ambitious scheme was Operation Bojinka, a plot to blow up 
American planes over the Pacific. They got as far as a single 
test-run, blasting a hole in a Japanese plane in late 1994, 
before their cover was blown. Yousef fled to Pakistan again, 
but this time he was captured and sent to the USA, where 
he is currently serving a life sentence in a maximum 
security prison. This time uncle Khalid was the one who got 
away 
In 1996 bin Laden returned to Afghanistan, now under 
Taliban control. In 1998, he made a formal declaration of 
war against the USA. And in 2001, the World Trade Center 
was finally destroyed, as part of the broader September 11 
attacks. The FBI, in reconstructing the hijackers' conspiracy 
concluded that the ringleader was Mohammed Atta; and the 
NSA, searching its databases, found that Atta had called 
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Khalid Sheikh Muhammad in Prague the night before, to say 
that the operation was happening the next day The war 
was now on In earnest. 
The case for Iraqi involvement in the V/TC93 attack is made 
in Laurie Mylroie's The V/ar Asainst America. The bombing 
conspiracy began as a simple pipe-bomb plot. One of the 
conspirators phoned his uncle (a FLO man) in Baghdad, and 
soon after two Iraqis arrived in the USA and joined the 
conspiracy One of them got away 
afterwards, and is still living in Iraq; the 
other was Ramzi Yousef. Mylroie surmises 
that Iraqi intelligence learned of the 
original plot from the PLO man, and sent 
two agents to turn it Into something 
much more lethal. 
Yousef escaped the USA on a Pakistani 
passport under the name Abdul Basit, 
and it's widely believed that this is his 
real Identity Mylroie points out, 
however, that Abdul Basit and his family 
were in Kuwait when Iraq Invaded in 
1990. She postulates that their papers 
were stolen and used to create false 
identities for Iraqi agents, in which case 
Yousef's "uncle" Khalid is also not who 
he seems to be. 
Mylroie's work is noteworthy just for the 
recommendations it has received. 
Clinton's first CIA chief, James Woolsey, has endorsed her 
conclusions and widely promoted them, while the current 
deputy secretary of defense, Paul Wolfowitz, called her 
arguments "powerful and disturbing". In a recent interview, 
Mylroie said that on September 11, because of their 
familiarity with her work, Pentagon chief Rumsfeld and his 
deputy Wolfowitz immediately knew it was Iraq. Vice-
President Cheney at first thought only in terms of Al Qaeda, 
she says, but the other two soon gave him the bigger 
picture. 
In a further twist, the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing 
has also been blamed on Al 
Qaeda and Iraq. The 
repentant Gulf War veteran 
Timothy McVeigh was 
convicted of the bombing, 
but from the very beginning > 
rumors circulated that 
eyewitness reports of a Middle 
Eastern connection were being 
Ignored. McVeigh's co-
conspirator, Terry Nichols, is 
alleged to have met with Ramzi 
Yousef in the Philippines; Oklahoma City Itself is home to a 
number of radical Muslim groups and Iraqi military 
defectors; and so on. The chief exponent of this theory is 
an Investigative reporter from Oklahoma, Jayna Davis. It 
would conform to the WTC93 pattern: a local bombing 
conspiracy is discovered by Iraqi intelligence and given a 
boost by its operatives, but the original plotters are left to 
take the blame. 
If one accepts the theory of a covert alliance between 
Saddam Hussein and Osama bin Laden, then 1998 appears to 
have been a turning point. In that year Al Qaeda bombed 
the African embassies, demanding that US forces leave 
Saudi Arabia, and Iraq expelled the weapons inspectors, 
demanding an end to the UN sanctions. In both cases the 
Clinton administration, hamstrung by the impeachment 
process and by 'wag-the-dog' accusations, replied with an 
ineffectual bombing campaign that (eft both Saddam and 
Osama essentially unharmed, 
and would have encouraged 
them in the belief that the 
USA could be driven out of the 
Islamic world entirely as a 
prelude to the final 
destruction of Israel. In the 
final months of Clinton's term, 
the new Palestinian intifada 
started up, and one year into 
that campaign came the 
September 11 attacks. Osama 
provided the mujahideen, 
Saddam provided the anthrax 
' it all adds up. 
But wait! Weren't the anthrax 
letters the work of a rogue 
biodefense researcher, 
terrorizing liberal media and 
politicians and trying to make 
it look like a follow-up to 
September 11? 
Officially the case remains unsolved, and media attention 
has focused on the 'threat from within'. But the anthrax is 
almost definitely connected to the hijackers. Palm Beach 
County, Florida, was a major networking center for the 
hijackers, and it was the only place outside of New York and 
Washington DC to receive anthrax letters. Furthermore, the 
disputed presidential elections of 2000 revolved around the 
votes of Jewish Democrats in that county; some of the 
anthrax letters had 




Osama bin Laden 
and others floated 
the theory that 
perhaps American 
Jews had staged 
the attack to get 
back at Bush. So 
the otherwise mystifying anthrax letters 
in Florida may have been a harebrained attempt to frame 
Israel as the perpetrator. 
If we view the anthrax as part of the September 11 attacks, 
how should we interpret its intent? My hypothesis is that the 
hijackings and the anthrax letters were intended to be a 
one-two knockout; the first blow being a material one, an 
attack on economic, military and political infrastructure, 
and the second blow being a psychological one, meant to 
destroy the will to retaliate. The use of a biological agent 
"the hijackings > 
intended to be a one-two knock. 
being a material one, an attack on _ 
^ „.Htical infrastructure, and tne 
military and politicannira _^^ 
econd blow being a psychologi 
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also had a deterrent value: it showed what would be used in the next escalation 
of attacks, should the USA be so foolish as to continue interfering in the Islamic 
world. "YOU CANNOT STOP US, WE HAVE THIS ANTHRAX": next time millions 
might die. 
Now, when the Taliban were driven from power, a mass-casualty bioterrorist 
attack did not materialize. This might suggest that Al Qaeda alone did not have 
an anthrax arsenal, that instead it acquired that component of the assault from 
a state sponsor. And who might that have been? Well, guess who has been the 
USA's Number 1 enemy for the past ten years, and is well-known for his 
biowarfare programs. 
So why haven't we heard more about this? Mylroie and Woolsey regularly give 
interviews, but they're just two more talking heads. At the level of headlines 
it's all still about "preemption". 
Perhaps Bush and Blair think the evidence is too circumstantial to make it a 
centerpiece of the public discussion. Perhaps the Clinton-era holdovers in 
intelligence and law enforcement just don't want to know about the Iraq 
connection. Perhaps this is all a politically expedient tradeoff between 
Republicans and Democrats. 
But another possibility revolves around the anthrax. The Bush administration 
may feel Itself to be in a Cold-War-like situation of mutually assured destruction 
with Iraq - If they topple Saddam, he might hand his whole biological arsenal 
over to Al Qaeda - and may consider it imperative that the world not realize 
how things stand. Perhaps they don't want to panic their citizenry, or perhaps 
they don't want to give other rogue states any ideas. Thus the pretense that it's 
about preemption. 
If they do fear an apocalyptic wave of bioterrorism in response to any direct 
attack, then all the recent saber-rattling may be just for show. They will not 
directly attack Saddam unless they think they can block all his retaliatory 
moves. During the Cold War, because nuking the enemy would have been a 
suicide pact, the struggle went on via other means - covert operations, proxy 
wars, psychological warfare. That might be the strategy against Saddam. If so, 
they will nibble away at his regime in every way possible, hoping not to trigger 
any of his doomsday options, until they can safely take him out, or until the 
Iraqis do so themselves. 
Both the conspiracy and the war may stretch beyond Iraq. It has been asserted 
(in Yossef Bodansky's Bin Laden) that after 1998, the intelligence sen l^ces of 
Iran, Iraq and other states joined forces with bin Laden to plan a final terrorist 
offensive against the USA and Israel, and (in Jane's Defense Weekly) that 
September 11 itself was a collaboration between Hezbollah security chief Imad 
Mughniyah, bin Laden's sidekick Ayman Zawahiri, and Saddam's son Qusay 
Hussein. And just prior to September 11, Jordanian intelligence picked up on an 
operation called 'The Big Wedding" - a suitable codename for an event uniting 
all the Islamist factions. 
On the American side, the declared enemy encompasses all "terrorist groups of 
global reach", and any states who support them (the "axis of evil"). An example 
of current strategic thinking can be found in Michael Ledeen's The War Against 
the Terror Masters, In Ledeen's view, the root problem is lack of democracy - the 
most dangerous terrorists are those assisted by dictators for their own purposes -
and he singles out four countries: Iran and Syria (for their support of Hezbollah); 
Saudi Arabia (for fostering the worldwide jihad network); and Iraq. The first 
three he hopes can be persuaded to change through political pressure alone, but 
he concedes that Iraq is a special case. So perhaps that's the game plan - topple 
Saddam, and dominoes will fall elsewhere. Let's just hope that when they do, 
they don't Include an anthrax apocalypse. 
By Mitch Porter 
CONTORTION 
The Alliance Hotel 
(downstairs), Saturday 
November 2nd 
320 Boundary St. Spring 
Hill 
This Is going to be a 
different night than you 
expect from most of 
the 
acts on the bill. As the 
Dark, Hard and Nasty 
theme of Contortion 
states, you will be 
treated to a night of 
noisy hard tech,glltch, 
industrial hardcore, hard 
psychedelic acidtech and 
more. 
The doors open for Contortion 
at 9pm and the night gets 
nastier 
as it bangs through to sani. 
There will be drink specials on 
the night and 
the first 20 people through 
the door get in free. This Is a 
4ZZZ benefit 
gig brought to you by the 
'Electronic Goodness' gang. 
Entry Is ^ 3 for 4ZZZ subs 
and ^6 for others. 
The FINAL lineup for 
Contortion includes: 
Echmale 
Candyfllp Special vs. 
Neurotec Soundscapes 







"So did you fuck xxxx at that party the other night?" 
"Groping? How was It not sex?" 
"Well... Not really we were just kissing and groping..." 
"Well, I didn't get off, and she didn't get off, soooo, I don't 
know, I guess it wasn't really SEX." 
"But what IS the definition of sex then? I mean, sex with a giri." 
"GOD, I don't know, it's weird, isn't it? I guess I would say 
getting off on it? Although, to be honest, I think I would have had a different view of the whole 
experience if we had been in a bedroom rather than in a toilet... I don't know why" 
"OK, I was with this giri once, and we fucked around, but I don't call that sex, because there was no oral, and no 
penetration with fingers." 
"But what about stimulation? Are you saying it just has to be 
penetration? That's such a patriachal conditioning; I heaps 
prefer stimulation" 
"I'm such a penetration womyn. I SO get off on sliding my fingers into a womyn's wet cunt!" 
"I'm way more into stimulation. So what is sex?" 
"Fuck, we need another word. Where do you draw the line?" 
"I guess I just mean getting off, but I don't know?" 
srmiAVCH^ OR 
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"What do you mean, getting off? Do you mean orgasm? Or just enjoying it?" 
"ummm... I guess I mean orgasm... But that doesn't always 
happen does it, I mean, if you have sex with a guy and he comes but you don't you still would say 
you've had sex, wouldn't you?" 
"I've had sex with people and enjoyed it but not cum. Loads of women don't cum every time." 
"But they should! That should be the point!" 
"Yeah, in a beautiful fantasy world. OK, I guess it can be sex If it's just stimulation. I know loads of dykes who only 
do stimulation." 
"So where Is that line? I guess if you're enjoying it..,." 
"But that's so fukt, because I have this friend, and this one time, he just rolled over in the middle of the night and 
fucked her with no forepiay!, and of course it FUKIN HURT!!! She would have been so dry, and not relaxed at all. He 
just kept doing it, even tho she was crying and bleeding. And I said, 
man, that's rape. So is that sex?" 
"Fuck, you're 
right. That's so fucking wrong. It's so fucking patriachal, 
because he's enjoying it but she's not. These definitions 
are so fucked up! Womyn never talk about masturbation. 
We're taught to hide our desires. But for godssake It's 
the millennium. Lady love your cunt! With guys its all "I 
jerked off four times today!" etc. But its so hard to get 
women to admit to it." 
"Damn it, Janet! I SO love that "touch me touch me" song in Rocky 
Horror, cause it's such a feminist song. She's talking about her desires... 
that bit: 'I've got an itch to scratch...! wanna be dirty..fulfil me'. 
Womyn should be talking about that more! That's what sex should be 
about. Honesty and enjoyment." 
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THI S MAN I S EXPERl ENCI NG 
THE LONG DARK TEA- T I ME QF THE SoUL 
Imagined by Towering Inferno, finished 
by Flowering Inferno and Typed by China, 
1. Terrence the 
Mummy's Boy 
Terrence of Kenmore prepared 
himself for bed {he was not 
aware that writers had for many 
centuries described the facial 
features of their protagonists. 
They often became dreamy eyes 
or hooked noses (rarely both). 
Fortunately (his head adhered to 
all the conventions of mundane 
attractiveness), Terrence would 
not receive this kind of 
introduction}. Now, he placed 
his spectacles on the bedside 
table. He hung up the finely cut 
black trouser that had made his 
buttocks the envy of men and 
the objects of desire for the 
many women in the pit of 
veiled desire that was his inner 
city accountancy firm. He 
replaced them with his 
silk pyjama pants, 
which were 
presented to him on 
Christmas Day by his 
darling mother (a 
ritual that could have 
been Interpreted as 
erotic) along with a 
year's supply of 
toothpaste. For many 
years she had shielded 
his untapped bank 
account from the attacks 
of life's necessities. He 
placed his favourite St 
Germain remix on the 
stereo (he respected the 
sterile cultural expectations 
even in the deepest privacy) and 
achieved a barely audible, 
eminently sleepable volume. He 
set his alarm clock to 7am and 
pulled back the crisp, mothered 
sheets that perpetually encased 
his bed. He crumpled his 
confident frame into a fetal 
position, adjusted his prodigious 
resource of genitalia and sank 
into a half conscious state of 
shallow capitalist contentment. 
He would dream that night (as 
he did every other night) of 
dishonestly speculated $100 
bills floating in cyber space. 
2.Decllne and Fall 
God in heaven sank back into his 
satin-sheeted bed with a feeling 
of dull opiate ecstasy Jesus 
retracted the syringe from God's 
track marked forearm. Jesus then 
gratified God with his nightly 
ritual of incestuous fellatio. On 
completion God mumbled the 
following through the numbness 
of sex and drugs: 
"Right k^z lets have bit of a peek 
at the old crystal ball." 
"Hang on you impatient old prick 
I'm trying to get off," 
"You lazy little bastard, I always 
have to get it...and have a 
shave." 
God stumbled out of bed and 
retrieved the heavy globe from its 
restorative cavity in a levitating 
cloud. He placed it carefully on a 
table carved completely from 
ivory. The word "omniscient" was 
engraved 
On mortal earth a squall of 
feedback descended from the sky 
The shift workers in their 
factories and the drinkers in their 
dens were wrenched from their 
respective drudgeries and reveries. 
Giant speakers descended from 
the sky and the night draped 
atmosphere achieved a profound 
silence. Mortals quaked with fear 
and knowing expectation for the 
deep voice of their Christian god 
resonated through the streets, 
farms, deserts and ocean scapes 
of their insignificant earth. It 
would utter that night almighty 
heavenly truth. 
"As you know I continue to 
restructure the world in my own 
image. Despite your insipid 
complaints I have managed to 
wipe nearly every trace of my 










haphazardly at the base 
of the globe. Jesus retracted a 
syringe from his inner thigh and 
came to the table. 
"Right lets see what that tight 
arsed little mummy's boy 
capitalist wanker Terrence is 
dreaming about tonight." 
The image of thousands of $100 
bills floating in cyber space 
appeared on the globe. 
"He's at it again Jesus m'boy, I 
think its time for a broadcast" 
A small transportable cloud 
appeared next to god. He plucked 
a cordless microphone from it. For 
the first time in recorded history 
God spake unto his minions. 
replaced me with 





disintegration of culture 
reign on earth allowing 
us to enjoy corruption 
in heaven. The puritan 
minority envisaged a 
vengeful god. The silly 
bastards never thought 
to imagine a lazy god. But 
for all their delusions there's still 
something fun about the 
puritans. They stand on the' 
Adelaide describing hellfire: 
annoying the capitalists as they 
walk quickly, thinking about 
Mooks, sushi and looking like 
Jamiroquai. The evangelist's 
thoughts are full of ancient 
violence and spiritual fantasy -
at least their obsessions aren't 
boring. The new wantonness 
that I have created is wafer thin. 
It is a surface shine. There is a 
thick glass wall between it and 
the old hell fire visions. At first 
it was fun; Andy Warhol, a 
couple of generations of 
vacuousness posing as 
sophistication; humanism's last 
pathetic gasp replaced by the 
grand technocracy...." 
Jesus, offended, voiced his 
dissent "Fucking hell, shut up 
you pompous old git...every 
night the same theories and no 
action you're starting to 
sound like a lazy undergraduate 
whose only solace is his dissent." 
God raised his omniscient track-
marked arm and smote his son 
to the other end of heaven and 
returned, apparently unimpeded, 
to the elucidation of the truth. 
"A mortal sin is creeping across 
the earth. Mortals arc becoming 
boring as a matter of the 
economic, cultural course. In 
turn the world becomes boring. 
Its streets, its farms and its 
ocean scapes emit a boring 
stench that irritates my gold 
gilded nostrils. Tonight I will 
incur the wrath of heaven upon 
a scapegoat, the wretched 
Terrence of Kenmore. His 
punishment will be severe but 
just He lies asleep in bed, 
dreaming a sterile financial 
fantasy For this I will transfer 
him into the dream of the 
moronic, Towering Inferno. A 
man who is noteworthy only for 
his attainment of complete 
idleness, the lucidity of his 
dreams and his audacity in 
scripting this very oration. An 
audacity that extends to the 
textual creation of the very 
world to which I preach. Inferno 
will be tried and executed for 
this God kidnapping heresy as 
soon as his ridiculous narrative 
is completed..." 
You may ask" continued God 
"why I have selected the 
unconscious of the idiot 
Inferno for the 
reprogrammingof the 
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comatose Terrence, if he presents 
no decent or attractive 
alternative to the kind of fallacy 
that the latter embodies. Well, I 
admit that this a hole in my 
argument....Normally they are so 
watertight...Suffice to say that 
Inferno has always failed 
miserably in achieving a slice of 
the economic rationalist pie. In 
fact in my monitoring of his life 
he has always shown a marked 
reluctance to have anything to 
almost destroyed his ethereal 
constitution. When he finally 
reached the withered grey ball 
that resided in the centre of 
Towering Inferno's head, he found 
that the left hand side of his 
brain (the area where abstract 
through process and dreaming 
take place) had almost completely 
collapsed. On the point of 
spiritual death Michael managed 
to distribute the dream dust 
before he gruesomely expired in 
minutes where he was seriously at 
risk. Tailis, on the other hand, 
would direct the right hand side 
of the body in its usual attempts 
to violently maim opponents. The 
end result was that Tailis would 
be standing still and silent for the 
entire eighty minutes with a look 
of bovine bewilderment on his 
gnarled face and his arms 
outstretched in either direction. In 
the social as v/ell as the 
professional sphere the couple 
Post - Inferno era cite a 
lingering subconscious affinity 
between the inner and outer 
suburbs. Mooks and Jamiroquai 
culture was a masquerade, they 
say: a kind of small-scale 
cultural cringe. This was 
evidenced, they say by some 
strange immediately post-
Inferno activities. Young 
people walking through what 
was then know as the Family 
Niteclub making statements 
§0(C{n heaven san£ Sad into Ais sdt{n's£eete<f 
h/witfi afu(in0 of duttofiaU ecstasy. 
do with it at all...l guess he'll 
have to do....rm too wasted to 
look for a superior consciousness 
and I guess his ego demands that 
there is some kind of 
autobiographical content....Fuck 
I'm confused....JESUS where are 
You...rack mc up another hit." 
With this God returned to his 
heavenly duties and the little 
angels of heaven, interrupted 
from their nightly copulations by 
their overlord's vengeance, put in 
place the mystical mechanisms 
required for the astral projection 
of Terence into the consciousness 
of Towering Inferno. The task 
was given to Michael. He 
achieved a wispy type of sprit 
form and begrudgingly entered 
Terrence's brain through his ear. 
Once in the dream cavity he 
gathered together all of 
Terrence's dream dust and 
alighted from this particular 
brain. There he met his angelic 
cohorts and flew at the speed of 
light to Ashgrove where the 
Towering Inferno slept in his filth 
strewn hovel. 
The path towards the second 
brain presented more obstacles 
for Michael (who always resented 
the task of astral transfer), 
strewn, as it was, with wax and 
hair. Michael realized that the 
brain was almost completely 
surrounded by a sand-like 
substance. Dodging between the 
millions of tiny sand particles 
the uncompromising quagmire of 
Inferno's brain. 
Long having harboured a 
homosexual longing for the 
bullish rugby league player 
Gordan Tailis, and on the back of 
a recent controversial heavenly 
decree that all angels who 
encountered spiritual death would 
be sent back to the mortal realm 
(as mortals are sent to the 
spiritual realm) to combat chronic 
heavenly overcrowding and more 
importantly to prove the 
progressiveness of God's Regime, 
Michael was engaged in a kind of 
reverse re-incarnation into the 
last body he had thought of: 
Gordon Tailis. At first Michael 
enjoyed his new position. He 
would stare at himself in the 
mirror and caress his prodigious 
loins. However, as part of God's 
decree on reverse re-incarnation, 
the former spirit is required to 
share the consciousness of the 
mortal to whom he has been 
assigned. Michael soon found that 
his infatuation with the rampant 
Tailis was exclusively physical. In 
fact, the dual consciousness 
found co-habitation almost 
impossible. Michael, a pious, 
homosexual angel, would demand 
that the left hand side of his body 
avoid attempts at tackling and 
the necessary two hit ups in a set 
of six. He sighted pacifism and a 
genuine disinterest in being badly 
injured on what he calculated to 
be the 56 times per every eighty 
experienced irreconcilable 
differences. Every Saturday night 
after a poor performance on the 
field, the conflicted beast would 
stand in Spring Hill, half-way 
between the Beat and the 
Adrenalin Sports Bar 
simultaneously asking for a XXXX 
and a Vodka and Cranberry. 
Predictably the personal and 
socio-economic consequences of 
Michael's cohabitation of Gordon 
Tailis' consciousness were massive. 
Tailis, the corporeal entity was 
dropped from the Broncos after 5 
weeks of complete stasis. He can 
be seen standing immobile and 
bearded in Spring Hill to this very 
day a monument to what can be 
called the pre- Inferno 
Queensland. As a result Brisbane 
fell to an all time low in the NRL. 
Pipped for the wooden spoon, by 
only the South Sydney 
Rabbitohs. Queensland's sense 
of identity took a dive 
parallel to that of their 
team. The Mooks and 
Jamoriquai fantasists of 
the Inner city so long 
thought to be 
oblivious to the 
base blue collar 
mechanisms of the 
League culture, 
were the first and 
most obvious 




like "who am I?", "God rest 
darling Tailis' sole" and in 
reference to the "phat house" 
music of the time: "what is this 
shit?". More advanced cases of 
the phenomenon proliferated. 
Young men began to grow 
long hair on the backs of their 
heads. They returned to 
traditional modes of transport 
(Geminis), took up lodgings 
around suburban taverns (the 
Calamvale) and changed from 
their graphic design degrees 
into boiler-making 
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In an attempt to regain dis 
convposure fie to£edon kis 
flofden opium yipe inkaied 
deevfu and kfew out tke smoke 
in tke perfect form oj a 
McT>onam sign^ tken impaied 
it witk a second draft in tke 
skape of a kammer, cfosefy 
fofurwed ky a sickie. 
apprenticeships. 
Young women of 
the time grew 
their hair into 
natural colours and returned to 
the last remaining outposts of 
Christian fundamentalism (like 
Redcliffe). They abstained from 
previously indiscriminate sexual 
intercourse and again found 
solace in the mercy and infinite 
love of their (flippant) Lord. 
3. "The Winds of Thor 
Are Blowing Cold" 
(Plant) 
Terrence fondled his testicles as he 
floated happily through 
cyberspace surrounded by $100 
bills. A beautiful, naked nymph 
(dressed only in a pair of black 
rimmed glasses) floated towards 
him. They had sex beyond (or 
within?) the confines of gravity 
and he levitated towards a BMW 
convertible, which he drove 
rapidly around the streets of 
Monte Carlo. Suddenly on the 
horizon of the renewed 





materialistic path of 
his dreams. It 
appeared to be a pink, 
ramshackle public bar and it was 
floating towards him. It appeared 
to have an abnormally large 
verandah, which seemed to be 
inhabited by drunken unkempt 
cricketers. Terrence didn't like 
either Cricketers or Verandahs. He 
liked sushi, house music and 
speculation but despite his nausea, 
Terrence was being pulled towards 
the pink building. 
Unlike Towering Inferno, Terrence 
had never had his conscious will 
compromised during his dreams. 
His dreams had always re-asserted 
the foundations of his life 
philosophy They had never pulled 
him into any ramshackle pink 
buildings: especially ones that 
seemed to symbolize a certain 
Indecision, a definite sloth and 
possible perversity. Towering 
Inferno, of course, was always 
being pulled back and forth by his 
unconscious. It terrified, seduced 
and humiliated him. But more 
Importantly It always surprised 
him, generally made him laugh 
and even got him drunk 
sometimes. 
Funnily 
enough Towienng Inferno was 
sitting at the bar ofthe 
'Unconscious Hotel' with a few of 
his friends when Terrence walked 
In wearing his silk pyjama pants. 
No matter how compelling his bar 
company was, Inferno always 
made newcomers feel welcome. 
"Terry nice to meet you, God said 
you'd be coming in tonight Meet 
my friends." 
Inferno gestured drunkenly 
towards the three gentlemen who 
had assembled themselves at the 
bar. 
"This is my brother Flowering 
Inferno, my old rugby companion 
Reardo and the singer from a 
maudlin 80's pop band, Stephen 
Morrissey" 
Of course, Terrence was utterly 
bemused as he shook one firm 
hand, one medium firm hand and 
a weak hand. Not only was he 
grappling with the idea that his 
unconscious had finally taken 
advantage of its considerable 
powers and the fact that he was 
confronted by four slouched and 
utterly disparate looking drunks: 
he was examining a room of a 
truly dream like quality. There 
were 70 televisions arranged 
haphazardly around the room. All 
showed the same cricket match. 
Five of Reardo's best stud bulls 
were grazing on a fluorescent pink 






Terrence's sensory overload 
prevented him from taking all of 
that in for a while. Terrence sat 
down on a barstooi and Inferno 
asked him what he would like to 
drink. Terrence, feeling the need 
to lubricate his assaulted senses, 
asked for a Vodka Cruiser. Reardo 
slammed down a massive glass of 
overproof beer and shot Terrence 
a contemptuous look. As often 
happens in bars, when a 
newcomer is happily seated, 
Terrence was now then ignored 
completely Indeed the old 
unconscious drinking partners 
were engaged in a discourse of 
quite considerable literary 
importance. As tradition 
demanded Reardo farted and re-
established the standard of 
conversation. 
"In my fucking opinion the 
definition of perversity is as 
fucking follows. A train starts off 
at Salisbury station, right In 
Salisbury there is quite an 
established fucking tradition of 
bombing stationary industrial 
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trains with all manner of 
colourful and possibly beautiful 
fucking graffiti. Now gentlemen, 
an industrial or agricultural type 
of train by its very nature has to 
travel through areas of rural 
Australia in order to drop off and 
pick up its various fucking loads. 
When I was a boy these trains 
would travel through my old 
hometown of fucking Warialda 
where they would inevitably stop 
to pick up shipments of grain 
from the wheat board and cattle 
from the cattle markets. It was 
on one of these shipments, on a 
fucking lovely Sunday afternoon 
in Warialda, standing outside the 
Presbyterian church with my 
fucking mum, that we spied a 
tracksuit-clad hoodlum, clutching 
a spray can, lying immobile on 
the sideboard of a cargo 
carriage...." 
Traditionally neither ofthe 
Infernos, nor Morrisey were 
willing to interrupt the rant of 
Reardon in mid-course. But 
Terrence, being unadjusted to the 
sensitivities of conversation in 
unconcious public houses and 
unaccustomed to the discussion 
of perversities and the origins of 
the inherent miseries of life, rose 
to his feet, staggering a little 
(due to the intoxicating nature 
of his drink), and delivered what 
he considered to be an airtight 
rejection of Reardo's oration. 
"I consider this to be the most 
ridiculous story I have ever 
heard!" 
The grazing cattle turned their 
heads momentarily to watch this 
unprecedented act but nervously 
resumed cud-chewing when they 
realised the profundity of the 
occasion. Towering Inferno rose 
first, but Flowering pulled him 
back. The younger Inferno was 
the one to open his perfectly 
formed crimson lips. 
"Terrence, you have much to 
learn about appropriate 
behaviour in the consciousness 
of Towering Inferno. All of us are 
mere guests here. The 
benevolence of Towering is all 
that allows us this blessed 
position in the Unconcious Hotel 
of Eternal Beer. You have spoken, 
as it may be, from your heart 
but beware of that which has 
escaped into the ether with your 
thoughtless words." 
With that, Flowering resumed his 
seat Reardon continued the 
unabated channelling of his 
honeyed monologue, Morrisey 
sat facing away from the others, 
bemused by the frothing 
contents of his goblet and 
Towering nodded a solemn 
appreciation of his brother's 
oration. 
"Terrence you have placed 
yourself In ideological opposition 
to the inhabitants of this 
dreamscape. Your disregard for 
the absurd, the banal and the 
incomprehensible is 
unnacceptable. Inevitably you 
have described a poorly 
researched opinion and the 
consequences, dear fellow, will 
consign you and your fellow 
sterile dreamers to hellfires, 
metamorphoses and oblivia." 
4. The Second Coming 
And the Cathedral bells that 
hung from the turrets rained a 
divine cacophony and the 
moo cows bellowed their 
unanimous celebrations for 
chaos was to be restored 
again in the halls of the 
Unconscious Hotel For he, 
little children, had arrived. 
The drunken God emerged 
from the mensroom fumbling 
to restore the discretion of 
his nether regions. He loudly 
concluded his conversation 
with those who pissed 
eternally within: 
"Andrew Johns is an arse and 
a cheat Favoured beyond his 
ability by the Rugby League 
establishment...Now Gary 
Larson, there was a work 
horse." 
Then he stumbled into a cow, 
lost control of his pants and 
expressed his contempt for 
the standard of competition 
in world cricket In an 
attempt to regain his 
composure he toked on his 
golden opium pipe inhaled 
deeply and blew out the 
smoke in the perfect form of 
a McDonalds sign, then 
Impaled it with a second 
draft in the shape of a 
hammer, closely followed by a| 
sickle. 
Finally resting his immortal eyes 
on Terrence he enunciated the 
following condemnation: 
"Ah, Terrence you pissweak little 
man. By heavenly decree you arc 
consigned to oblivion, so that 
mortal earth may achieve its God 
given de-evolution." 
For that last moment, the 
Universal order of Towering 
Inferno's unconscious, erected in 
direct, yet oblivious defiance to 
the laws of natural existence, 
moulded by the drug-addled 
God, was enshrined in perfect 
order. A rip was made in the 
space time continuum, through 
which conscious and sub-
conscious, real and unreal, the 
twin delusions of space and time, 
as well as the hideous distortions 
ofthe infinite dimensions both 
within and without everything, 
came pouring, mingling and 
forever both destroying and 
creating the essence of all. 
Terrence was flung headlong into 
deserved infinity 
Oblivious to the revolutionary 
will of God, Reardo's profane 
monologue continued unabashed 
as it always had and as it always 
will: 
'The image of that fucking youth 
lying on the cargo train provided 
mc with my first image of the 
fucking big city At once, I was 
given three impressions of the 
big city The first, that the big 
city is fucking brightly coloured, 
with lurid words dashed across 
concrete edifices, like misplaced 
rainbows trapped within the 
walls." Here Reardon belched. 
'The second was that the city is 
full of fucking tracksuit wearing 
idiots, mostly lying around on 
the streets holding cans in their 
outstretched hands. The third 
notion was that the fucking big 
city is full of trains: mechanical 
snakes negotiating ribbons of 
metal in between the fucking 
beautiful walls and the fucking 
comatose tracksuit wearers." 
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The bomb struck. 




Dust choked respiratory 
passages. 
Then I luohe up. 
The hospital bed was Immaculate. 
Sheets all freshly pressed. Ulattress 
nice and soft. I tried to open my 
eyes. It couldn't be done, 
my hands twitched, my " T 
body conuulsed. I tried to ^ 
scream but couldn't. 
I saw people. The closer I got to 
them I saw that they were different. 
Their faces were like mummies and 
had some plastic-metal couering 
stretched ouer them gluing them a 
rather deathly appearance. From 
the sides of their heads stretched 
two large handles which met at a 
lamplike deulce at the top. On their 
chests were large rectangular units 
underneath which sat a flat deulce 
which might haue been a gun. fl 
number of metal rings were placed 
at uarious points down their arms 
nurse! Hurse! llurse! 
Footsteps. Clunk, clack. 
Clunk, clack, fl man and a 
woman. Doctor and nurse. 
The door opened. I could hear 
their voices although the words 
were not quite clear. There 
was a distinct whiff of 
perfume in the air. I 
wondered what she looked 
tlhe. nt least I could still smell. 
And hear. 
got out of bed 
walltd to the mirroti. 
as I saw the 
one of the 
adjilisted humans looking 
fl sharp, sudden pain, my sealed 
lips had been cut open by a scalpel. 
Ulithout anaethestlc. I screamed 
and felt the blood flow from my lips. 
"flh, you can still speak. Good 
there's something I wish to discuss 
with you". The uolce was well 
spoken, arrogance dripping from 
euery syllable. The doctor continued, 
"Do you realise the extent of your 
Injuries?" 
Feeling the taste of the blood in my 
mouth, i replied that my sight was 
gone and that I felt conuulslons In 
my arms. He added "The motor 
functions In your hands are 
permanently damaged. Ullth the 
major bums you sustained you look 
like a blackened log". 
"Vou were lucky, you know. The 
bomb totally uapourlsed euerything 
else. Howeuer, we can offer you a 
lease of life, fls you know there 
haue been aduances In genetic flesh 
regrowth techniques along with 
sophisticated deuetopments in the 
field of cybernetics. Uloutd you like 
to be an experimental subject 
combining both of the aboue 
procedures?" 
I accepted. Anything was better 
than being an emaciated husk. 
Thatnlghtlhadaulsion.iwas 
walking across the surface of an 
airless planet drifting the depths 
of space. It was like the earth but 
somehow not it. fls I crested the hlU 
flesh regrowth until i alighted on 
my forearms. I opened and closed 
my hand, felt the whir and the hum 
of the motors within them. I missed 
the flesh I used to haue. 
Doctor Clark's (arrogant and 
sanctimonious pig that he was) new 
experimental treatments did work. 
But when was I being let out of the 




back at me." 
and legs, flt the ends of their arms 
were actual flesh and blood hands. 
i sensed someone behind me. I 
turned around and saw a small man 
wearing a white suit and a panana 
hat smiling strangely at me. 
"Ulho are they?",! asked. 
His smile tlghtened/'Vour cousins". 
Then 1 woke up. 
The operations actually took quite 
some time. First there were the 
flesh regrowth treatments. 
Unfortunately it hadn't progressed 
to the point where organs could be 
regrown. That's what they told me 
anyway, my eyes and arms were 
now mechanical. Cybernetic 
attachments fully Integrated with 
the body's neruous system. I felt 
whole again. But not really. 
I moued my new eyes around the 
room, i f l concentrated I could feel 
the mouements ofthe wires which 
linked them to my brain. Ulhile I 
was grateful that I could see again 
it still didn't feel the same. Rot at 
all. 
Later i was looking at myself In the 
mirror. It was good being able to 
haue a face to see at all. I looked 
like I did before the accident but my 
features were somehow different. 
This Is me? 
my eyes were whirring as I took in 
the rest of my reconstructured body. 
I sacnned ouer the quality of the 
my reuerie was interrupted by a 
knock on the door of my 
room (I was now being 
kept separate from the 
other patients). Before I 
could even say "come in" 
the door was opened, it 
was Clark. "How are you 
today my maruellous 
genetic cybernetic 
creation?", he smarmed. 
Biting back the urge for an 
insult I snapped, "Ulhen 
am I going to be 
released?". 
"Oh not for sometime yet. 
Uie want to see If you fully take to 
the adjustments we'ue made to you. 
Quite a number of people are 
Interested in your progress". 
"Ulell that's not bloody good 
enough!" 
Clark smiled that particular smile of 
his, the one that produces intense 
loathing on my part. "Row no need 
togetipset. UJe're alt doing this for 
your own good you know". Uiith 
that he walked out. I thumped the 
wall leauing a noticeable hole. 
Rueing my reaction, I slumped in 
despair. 
Ulhat do they want with me? I 
don't know, nobody knows. 
Time passed. 
Two o'clock In the moming. I was 
trying not to sleep. The uisions 
inuoluing the wandering planet and 
its modified people had increased In 
intensity and frequency, fill 
uarlations on the same theme. 
fllways inuoluing them seeing me 
and beckoning me ouer. I ran but 
they always caught me. They took 
me down into the depths ofthe 
planet and made me one of them. 
Euen thinking about It in 
wakefulness was disturbing. 
There was a click as the door 
opened. I could smell the perfume I 
smelt when I first woke up. I turned 
around and saw an attractlue, dark 
haired woman - her face eluln, hair 
cut into a chin-length bob. She 
introduced herself "llurse Padbury. 
But you tan call me Dicola". She 
smiled. 1 smiled back. I could see 
the gleam of her teeth. Uiith my 
new eyes I could now see so much 
more in the dark. Uie talked for a 
long time. She touched the side of 
my face, hand slowly caressing. I 
knew what had to be done. Uie did 
It then and there on the bed. 
There's murder on the dancefloor 




I didn't see her again after that 
time. I suspected that Clark found 
about what we did and had her 
dismissed. That man seemed 
determined to make me suffer. God 
I hated him. 
f got out of bed and walked to the 
mirror. I screamed as i saw the face 
of one of the adjusted humans 
looking bach at me. 
These dreams, these dreams. 
Another night and I was awake 
again in the early morning. These 
uisions were seuerely upsetting. 
Ulhat did they mean? 
I sat watching the door. It clicked 
open. I was hoping It was her but it 
was only Clark. He smiled that 
infuriating smile of his. "flh, good 
euening. I haue a proposal to make. 
How would you like to haue more of 
yourself augmented with 
cybernetics? Become the first of a 
new race?" 
In no uncertain terms I told him my 
answer. 
I broke his neck. 
I took off Clark's doctor's coat, put 
on his sunglasses and stuffed his 
body under the bed. I shut the door 
behind me and left. 
[Respectfully dedicated to the 
memories of Bernard Ulolfe, Kit 
Pedler & Gerr Davis without whom 
the cyborg uiould not exist In 
modern fiction.) 
[end here] 
oJ^*»oar WHAT'S NEW IN HEALTHY EATING? 
Diego's authentic white corn tortillas are the newest Australian white bread to hit the market. 
Corn tortillas have always been high on the nutritional charts but sadly. In Australia, the closest consumers 
get to corn tortillas are those yellow prefabricated hard taco shells.... 
Not anymore! A soft "real" white corn tortilla is available in most Woolworths, Coles, Safeways and Bilo 
Bal<ery's. As well as Queensland Action Bakery's. And for those in Tasmania and Western Australia we are 
happy to offer a phone order service. 1800 357 077 
There's more....listen everyone but especially people with coeliacs condition and diabetles! This tortilla Is made solely from 
white corn and It's gluten and yeast free and there's no added sugar! 
What's even better is that they're so versatile; you can steam them, bake them or cook them in a non-stick fry pan without oil! They can 
be used as a bread, crepe, or even like pasta. Check out our website for recipes wv^w.sandicgo.com.au or send us your stamped self addressed 
envelope. Diego's Recipes PO Box 1204 Burleigh Heads Q 4120. 
Diego's is proud also, to introduce our new authentic Mexi Sauce. And yes It's gluten free! It can be used In all methods of cooking to add 
that extra special taste. Diego's Mexi-Sauce is available direct at ^2.00 per bottle plus postage and handl ng. Call 1800357077 to find out more. 
Note: We are in the process of getting this tasty product on the shelves... 
And don't forget the ever versitale Diego's Flour Tortilla Wraps! if you can eat it you can wrap It! These wraps are being made popular in all 
the fast food resturants, now you can make your own at home. Wraps are great for Breakfasts, Lunches, Dinners and Party Snacks. 
San Diego Tortilla Factory P/L 
6/3 Villiers Drive Currumbin Waters 4223 
PO Box 1204 Burleigh Heads 4220 
Ph 07 55250433 Fax 07 55250733 
When confronted with dramatic events such as the surprise 
attacks of September 11, the senseless roundabout of death in 
Israel, and the cruel explosions in Bali, governments must appease 
people's legitimate demand for justice, at best, or violent desire 
for revenge. Long-term questions concerning historical 
determinants and causes that would lead to prevention become 
lost in the noise of rattling swords. 
community in Toowomba offered UQ about two million dollars to 
promote peace and harmony in the worid. The Faculty of Social 
and Behavioural Sciences has recently decided to use this donation 
to establish a Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies, which will be 
the Australian world-class research centre in this particular field, a 
general strategy for research just proposed by the Australian Vice-
Chancellors Committee. 
graduating In peace 
by Piero P. Giorgi 
This is why the academic 
discipline of peace 
studies is increasingly 
attracting researchers, 
students and funding 
from institutions that 
have insight. Peace 
studies deal with 
preventing violence and 
finding nonviolent 
means to solve conflicts 
of interest. This young 
field of academic pursuit 
came about from the 
realisation that pacifism 
was, by itself, not 
leading anywhere, peace 
was not necessarily the aim of 
diplomacy, the origins of human 
aggression and war were poorly 
understood, and new ideas were 
violence. 
Peace studies is a 
young discipline, 
effectively born in 
the 1950-60swith 
the establishment 
of the first Peace 
Research Institute in 
Oslo and the 
Journal of Peace 
Research. The 
general public still 
thinks that war is 
an unavoidable trait 
of humanity peace 
can be only enjoyed 
in between wars, 
"Last year a Buddhist community In Toowomba offered UQ and diplomacy is 
about two million dollars to promote peace and harmony in the the only approach available to 
world." avoid war. Academic pursuit 
has moved well beyond this 
needed to prevent all types of 
Peace studies are fast growing mostly in English-speaking 
countries. Although some Australian tertiary institutions offer 
courses in this field, for over ten years Peace and Conflict Studies, 
a Major/Double Major program of the Bachelor of Arts Degree at 
the University of Queensland, has been the most comprehensive in 
this country and has enjoyed a wide international reputation. In 
the last three years this little-known field of teaching and 
research has attracted so much external funding and students' 
interest to become an important academic development. 
This particular success story indicates that we are not driven into 
the future only by science and technology, the fields normally 
rewarded by substantial funding. Moreover, the way the 
University of Queensland have obtained external financial support 
for peace studies is unique, as it did not involve the usual lobbying 
and aligning with the interests of governments and industries. 
Some time ago Rotary International announced its intention of 
supporting innovative programs of peace studies. The proposal 
presented by the School of Political Science and International 
Studies at UQ was among the only seven chosen from over 100 
entries world-wide. The resulting program, supported by about one violence, creating proposals for positive peace, clarifying the 
million dollars, will start in February 2003. Last year a Buddhist origins of human violence, and researching nonviolent solutions to 
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pessimistic view and public education has now become an urgent 
task. 
A strong metaphor with medicine exists. In spite of considerable 
advances in medical sciences, the curative approach of medicine is 
not leading to a healthier society For example, the rate of 
mortality for cancer is decreasing, but the proportion of people 
suffering of cancer is not. As a result more and more people need 
medical attention. Likewise, in spite of considerable technical 
advances in military science, the violent approach to national 
defence and peace is not leading to a safer society, as the 
likelihood of another world war may have decreased but instances 
of regional warfare and terrorism have increased. The result is 
that more and more communities in the world are deeply 
disturbed by many forms of violence, mass murder included. 
Just as the gradual transformation of curative medicine into 
preventive medicine will require significant changes in social 
practices and education, the gradual transformation from violent 
to nonviolent defence and prevention of war will require equally 
important changes. 
New directions in peace research involve understanding structural 
conflicts of interest. These are new concepts but easily 
understood by a lay person. 
As first defined by Johan Galtung, structural violence is the sum 
of ideas and institutions that prevent individuals from realising 
their potential, a powerful concept in peace theory Structural 
violence is the root cause of physical violence and war, which 
cannot be explained simply through secondary facilitating 
circumstances {religion, ethnicity, etc.). Negative peace is the 
temporary absence of violence, while positive peace represents the 
sum of ideas and institutions that work toward preventing 
violence and building peaceful and just 
societies. 
We have inherited the idea that violence is 
an intrinsic part of human nature mainly 
from the philosopher Thomas Hobbes (17th 
century), the psychiatrist Sigmud Freud (19th 
century) and the sociologist Max Weber 
(20th century). But modern knowledge provided by 21st century 
neurosclence and anthropology provides no support for their 
position. We cannot embark In an effective program of 
positive peace ifwe maintain such a pessimistic - and 
erroneous - view of human nature. 
As practically demonstrated by Mahatma Gandhi, 
nonviolent action is not passive resistance; it involves 
actively overcoming injustice. Gene Sharp described 
about 200 historical cases of successful nonviolent 
political action. As shown by Ralph Summy 
nonviolent actions have effectively been used even 
against ruthless regimes. Bruce Bonte reviewed the 
literature documenting the strategies used by 45 
different nonviolent cultures. 
Therefore peace studies goes well beyond the 
attempt of avoiding or limiting war with the 
traditional tools of appeasement, deterrence, balance of 
power or suppression (e.g. pax romana). Experts in 
international relations have discussed these strategies for 
centuries, but war is still rampant. This approach still 
has a place in the so-called "realist" political thinking, 
which, following the metaphor of medicine, is like 
treating cancer instead of preventing it. Peace 
researchers propose going beyond these strategies 
of violence, and combining short-term strategies 
of negative peace (peace restoring, peace keeping, 
mediation, conflict resolution) with long-term 
political and educational programs aimed at the prevention of 
structural violence and other forms of violence it engenders, i.e. 
positive peace. 
Long-term solutions do not get a sympathetic hearing from 
politicians that are mainly interested in winning the next election. 
But academic research is supposed to take us to the future, not 
just serve the short-term needs of governments and Industries. 
Many young students understand this very well and are attracted 
by fresh new ideas of social progress, which is not embodied in 
technological advances alone. 
Enrolment in the introductory subjects of Peace and Conflict 
Studies at the University of Queensland steadily climbed from 
about 100, when the program was first introduced in 1991, to well 
over 200 this year. Next year about 20 students will benefit from 
the Rotary Scholarship Program, coming to Brisbane from all over 
the world to attend postgraduate studies and collaborate in 
research. 
Is ail this naive thinking and Utopian? Well, until the mid 19th 
century slavery was still an accepted social and commercial 
practice; social reformers successfully eliminated what had been 
considered for thousand of years a normal feature of human 
nature. Fifty years ago tobacco sponsors forced most film actors 
to hold a cigarette In their mouth, and hundreds of thousands of 
people died of lung cancer as a consequence. 
Lobbyists against that particular form of 
structural violence worked hard on many fronts, 
but concrete success only came when a few 
enterprising lawyers filed collective suits against 
the tobacco industry for unfair trading and against public 
institutions for allowing secondary smoking. Money talked 
louder than principles of public health. The same strategy will 
probably promote positive peace. 
For centuries structural violence and social injustice have 
sustained technological advances, but the gain in general 
welfare was larger than the resulting social malaise in 
Western societies. National socio-economic divides and 
international North-South divides were absorbed into the 
Illusion that eventually everybody would benefit from 
progress. During the last century injustice, greed and 
corruption of both individuals and institutions have 
reached such a level that structural violence does not 
pay anymore. A diffuse malaise Is now undermining the 
very core of an increasingly complex - thus vulnerable -
industrialised society, while an increasingly 
Interconnected world cannot Ignore any more 
destructive trends, such as obesity on one side and 
starvation on the other. 
Should one spend even more resources on weapons, police, 
anti-terrorist defence, and psychiatric hospitals at home, as 
well as international food relief programs, peace-keeping 
troops, and post-war reconstruction programs? Interestingly, 
war used to resolve conflicts of interest in the past, when 
conquest was the simple rule of international relations, but 
the threat of species annihilation and the new concept of 
international justice now make war a stupid solution. It may 
be good for the weapons industry but not for all other 
businesses. Structural violence does not pay anymore. 
The turning point for new thinking actually came in the 1950s-60s 
when peace studies was introduced, just when the traditional 
"realist" approach of international relations was proving itself 
inefficient and anachronistic. Academics, students and sponsors of 
peace studies recognise the traditional role of tertiary institutions 
in opening up new venues for social progress, which do not 
proceed through technological advances alone. 
Dr Piero P. Giorgi teaches Peace Studies and Medical History at 
the University of Queensland 
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[ffij THE UNIVERSITY 
^^^ OF QUEENSLAND 
A U S T R A L I A 
Criminology is the study of crime 
in its social context. Students will 
be equipped with the theory and 
skills needed to collect, interpret 
and evaluate information about 
crime and criminal justice. 
Criminologists can: 
- study the causes and consequences of crime. 
- understand deviant behaviour and its 
manifestations. 
- evaluate crime control Initiatives. 
- know the workings of the criminal justice system. 
- contribute to policy formation that leads to a 
more fair and just society. 
To find out more about studying criminology 
at UQ call (07) 3365 3236, email 
asoffice@mailbox.uq.edu.au or visit 
www.studyatUQ.net 
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Help defend our universities against attacks on freedom of 
association and intellectual freedom. 
In May Associate Professor George Lafferty was told his five-
year contract position in the Business, Economics and Law 
Faculty at the University of Queensland would become 
continuing in 2003. 
In July he became President of the UQ Branch of the NTEU. 
In August he received a notice of termination from the 
Executive Dean of the Faculty 
We think there is a reasonable and strong suspicion that 
these events are linked and the university has failed to 
convince the union ofthe reasons for the termination. 
We are calling for the support of all university staff, students 
members of the community including other unionists to 
defend university life and save George. 
(source: http://www.nteu.org.au/campaigns/savegeorge) 
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with Ahura Mazda 
As any loser will tell you, the main attraction 
of religion is the offer of eternal love. But, as 
any real loser will tell you, it is quite difficult to 
carry out a physical relationship with the entity 
you worship. After all, god is probably too busy 
doing other stuff to partake In a night of passion, 
and have a post-coitus heart-to-heart. 
So, what does the lonely religious man or woman 
do when they want to go to dinner and a movie, 
and possibly eggs the morning after? Sure, they 
could always try and pick up during Mass, or after 
Sunday morning tea, but sometimes you just 
belong to a really ugly congregation, or you're a 
priest. 
Sometimes you just want to date somebody who 
won't laugh at you when you tell them that you 
think evolution is a satanic conspiracy, or that 
Not wanting to alienate a large proportion ofthe 
Christian market, the makers ofthe above 
website even have a dating service for elderly 
lovers of Christ 
(http://www.ChristianSingleSeniors.com), as well 
as Christians not old enough to know what sex is 
yet (http://www.ChristianTeenagers.net). Be 
warned, however, as all this goodly Christian love 
comes at a price. ^US 96 a year for a gold 
membership, to be exact. Even more for platinum 
members. 
While there is plenty out there for the unsociable 
Christian, there appears to be less out there for 
those of other faiths. One website, however, 
allows Indians from all over the world to pick and 
choose what religious leanings the one they date 
CyberSects on the web - http://cybersects.n3.net/ 
you've never had beef stroganoff because meat 
and milk should never touch. Crazy, I know, but 
people like that are hard to find. What's a person 
to do? Considering the dearth of faith-specifici-
900 phonelines, the next best bet for the lonely is 
the internet. The internet allows potential lovers 
to communicate with each other over long 
distances, all without letting the other person 
know what they look like. At least in theory. The 
practice, however, is a much different story. 
Thanks to the US-dominated nature ofthe 
internet, there are plenty of websites where a 
Christian can go to meet other like-minded 
Christians who lack the confidence to physically 
be in the same room as someone they could 
potentially be jn a god-free relationship with. 
ChristiansDates.com 
(http://www.christiansdates.com/) provides one 
gateway to allow these people to meet. According 
to the front page, they have 9723 Women on 
their books, but only 7905 Men. Hey ladies! 
has; Indiandating (http://www.indiandating.com/) 
allows sub-continental desperados to filter 
through their database of over 170000 potential 
partners by 14 different faiths, induding some 
you'll never have heard of before. While these 
numbers may seem disproportionate when 
compared to the number of people on the sites in 
the previous two paragraphs, indiandating.com 
lets you join for free. 
And finally, for all those lonely people of other 
faiths looking for the same, you appear to be out 
of luck. Sure, there's Muslim Personals, Dating 
and Matchmaking Service Services for Muslims 
(http://datinggulde.ws/muslim.html) and Jewish 
Personals, Dating and Matchmaking Service 
Services for Jews 
(http://www.datlngguide.ws/jewish.html), but 
they appear to be a scam set up to redirect 
wholesome but antisocial to adult website. Looks 
lil<e all you non-Christians will have to settle for 
blind dates and people your mother thinks you 
should be dating. 
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Smith St Southport,. Gates Open ilam 
Ticket price includes free program upon entry 
Ticliets strictly llmiieil S93[inc. Ul]+W io advance [or more on tlie door if avallabiej 
ON SALE FBOM Rockinghorse [Brisbane], Skinnijs [BrisiianeL Wooilys [Woodridge], Botter Beats 
[Fortitude Valley], Sunflower [Pacific fair G Oasis Broadiieacii], Atlantis [Southport], The Pines 
Music Station [Eianora], Mosh Pit [Maroochydore], Soundwaves [Oyron Bag), Choppers [Lisfliore], 
In Box Cafe [Cairns] 
*Bool(lng \ m laq vsrg pending on outlel C niode of pnrctiase 
Tickets also on sale at Ticketek outlets/Phonecharge 131931 or 07 3404 G700 [extra diarges apply] 
For internet bookings and fiill show information 




c H a n n e L 
MAIS The Big Day Out is for m t m audiences. Patrons 
under 15 must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian. 
ID required for entry, if you wish to drink bring photo ID 
DANGEROUS ACTIVITIES WILL NOT BE TOLERATED 
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